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ABSTRACT
The Program Architecture Support System (PASS) and its associated database (Program Architecture
Database [PADB]) were conceived as an integral part of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Division of High-Level Waste Management (DHLWM) Program Architecture (PA) and its support
process of Systematic Regulatory Analysis (SRA). The originally implemented PASS/PADB was designed
to support data types and information structures derived from the 22-step PA process. During the last five
years, the approach to SRA and the PA has undergone a number of changes in response to redefinition
of program needs by the NRC. These changes, which continue at this time, have affected the development
and implementation of PASS/PADB and have necessitated major revisions to Versions 1.0 and 2.0.
In view of the changing requirements and evolving structure of PASS/PADB, increased emphasis on
flexibility and adaptability of system components is appropriate when considering future designs and
system implementations. The intent of this document is to propose a system design for PASS/PADB
which will permit storage and maintenance of PADB records, and will also permit greater flexibility in
the retrieval and formatting of PADB information in response to queries and reporting requirements. The
proposed design calls for integration of commercially available full-text retrieval software products with
Structured Query Language (SQL) compliant database capabilities on an upgraded Local Area Network
(LAN)/Wide Area Network (WAN) to provide enhanced functionality and improved retrieval performance
over previous versions of PASS/PADB. The new design is subject to industry developed hardware and
software standards, ensuring technical compatibility and the ability to economically modify it as future
requirements emerge.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMAIRY
The Program Architecture Support System (PASS) and its associated database (Program Architecture
Database [PADB]) were conceived as an integral part of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Division of High-Level Waste Management (DHLWM) Program Architecture (PA) and its support
process of Systematic Regulatory Analysis (SRA). The originally implemented PASS/PADB was designed
to support data types and information structures derived from the 22-step PA process. During the last five
years, the approach to SRA and the PA has undergone a number of changes in response to redefinition
of program needs by the NRC. These changes, which continue at this time, have affected the development
and implementation of PASS/PADB and have necessitated major revisions to Versions 1.0 and 2.0.
In view of the changing requirements and evolving structure of PASS/PADB, increased emphasis on
flexibility and adaptability of system components is appropriate when considering future designs and
system implementations. The intent of this document is to propose a system design for PASS/PADB
which will permit storage and maintenance of PADB records, and will also permit greater flexibility in
the retrieval and formatting of PADB information in response to queries and reporting requirements. The
proposed design calls for integration of commercially available full-text retrieval software products with
Structured Query Language (SQL) compliant database capabilities on an upgraded Local Area Network
(LAN)/Wide Area Network (WAN) to provide enhanced functionality and improved retrieval performance
over previous versions of PASS/PADB. The new design is subject to industry developed hardware and
software standards, ensuring technical compatibility and the ability to economically modify it as future
requirements emerge.
A text management system as described in Chapter 1 is an essential support element for production of
SRA products for the NRC. Such a system provides for the creation, storage, maintenance and retrieval,
review and analysis, and control and reporting of textual materials. The PASS/PADB information flow
and structure for this text management system are delineated in Chapter 2. Also described are the three
primary components of the PASS/PADB system which are subsystems associated with (i) the creation of
SRA products, (ii) the storage of data, and (iii) the production of reports and regulatory products
composed of these data.
In order to design the next version of the PASS/PADB, a canonical approach was used which built on
the established need and life cycle cost analysis documented in "Review and Analysis of the PASS/PADB
System for Systematic Regulatory Analysis" (DeWispelare, et al., 1992). These needs were translated into
four functions and three constraints. These functions, and constraints, shown below, provide for the focus
of technology (hardware and software) to comprise Version 3.0 (V3.0) of PASS/PADB:
* Functions
-

Flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple formats

-

Text processing and preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA
products

ix

-

Flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and regulatory
products

-

User connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs

* Constraints
-

Enhance useability of the system through the use of graphical user interfaces

-

Use commercially available software where prudent in design

-

Comply with standards (Open System and SQL) to insure current and future compatibility

These functions and constraints are developed in more detail and related to system needs in
Chapter 3. System criteria which measure the attainment of these functions as well as support the
constraints are then developed in Chapter 4. These criteria (ability to support functions, flexibility and
expandability to new applications, ease of portability, and response to network loading) form the basis
for comparing three feasible system implementation alternatives based on the recommendation and
approval to use a client server (CS) system approach in the previous report (DeWispelare, et al., 1992).
These three alternatives (use standalone, off-the-shelf products and available interfaces; use of a turnkey
package based system, and development of an integrated capability) are described along with the
identification of the third alternative as the preferred implementation approach in Chapter 4. The technical
description of the hardware and software components of this recommended alternative along with the
results of the testing/prototyping conducted as part of this plan preparation, are described in detail in
Chapter 5, followed by an implementation schedule in Chapter 6. A summary of the proposed system
components and associated activities is described below.
FY93, Phase 1: Initial Implementation of the PADB using PASS/PADB V3.0
In general, the work in FY93 will support SRA products (primarily Compliance Determination
Strategies [CDS]) data loading and reporting, as well as providing data control listings. The major
activities in Phase 1 support of the system implementation will include, but not necessarily be limited to:
* Procuring the PASS/PADB Server: a SUN SPARC10, Model 52 and related computer
hardware
* Procuring the specific software products: the ORACLE database system, the TOPIC full-text
management and retrieval system, and the GALAXY graphical user interface development
tool.
* Installing and interfacing the products on the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
(CNWRA) LAN to provide the initial implementation necessary to support the users in the
specified CS environment
* Testing the system implementation at the CNWRA for standard connectivity and user
interfaces supported by the products
* Loading and testing of SRA records, such as CDSs, to reconstitute the PADB
x

* Support of CNWRA Waste Systems Engineering and Integration (WSE&I) staff as the
primary users of the initial PASS/PADB V3.0 in reconstituting the PADB (limited support
to DHLWM will be provided during this phase)
An intermediate milestone, "PASS V3.0 Status Report," will be delivered at the end of FY93.
FY94, Phase 2: Extending PASS/PADB V3.0
The second phase of work, beginning in FY94, will focus on extensions and applications to
include additional features that make PASS/PADB it more capable and responsive for all users. Primary
among these activities will be:
* Implementation of the DHLWM user interfaces for Microsoft/Windows Personal
Computers and SUN UNIX workstations to PASS/PADB V3.0
* Training of the DHLWM staff in the use of the system
* Loading of Compliance Determination Methods (CDM) into the PADB
Major activities during Phase 2 in FY94 will be:
* Open Item Tracking System (OITS) migration into PASS/PADB V3.0
* Report writer development to produce standard products such as the License Application
Review Plan (LARP)
* SRA productivity improvement applications to assist the NRC and CNWRA technical
staffs in efficient creation of CDMs and other products
The level of effort put forth on these extensions will be determined by the guidance received
from the DHLWM regarding overall priorities on CNWRA work. An intermediate milestone, "PASS
V3.0 User Guide," will be delivered at the end of FY94.

xi
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1 INTRODUCTION
PASS, Version 2.0 is presently implemented on a mainframe computer at Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI). PASS supports access to the PADB, which is also resident on the SwRI mainframe computer.
The history of PASS/PADB has been one of a dynamic system meeting evolving programmatic
requirements and conceptual models (DeWispelare, et al., 1992). PASS/PADB was implemented in 1988,
with records reflecting the concepts of the underlying steps 1-22 of the PA Process. Versions 1.0 and 2.0
of the system were loaded with regulatory requirements, regulatory elements of proof and regulatory and
institutional uncertainty records, which were all derived through SRA. This initial implementation of
PASS/PADB supported the definition of the initial regulatory requirements and analysis of regulatory and
institutional uncertainties, as well as major issues relating to both areas. The system was redesigned and
implemented as Version 2.0 of PASS/PADB in 1990 to reflect changes in the requirements and data
relationships. Since that time, a number of fundamental changes have occurred in the data requirements
and data structures, of the system that required further review and evolution of the system. Thus, Version
2.0 of PASS/PADB has become outdated, and the data content of the current PADB is being maintained
as a collection of text files pending redefinition and implementation of the PASS/PADB V3.0 system.
In view of the changing requirements and evolving design of PASS/PADB, increased emphasis on
flexibility and adaptability of system components is appropriate when considering future designs and
system implementations. The intent of this document is to propose a system design for PASS/PADB that
will permit storage and maintenance of PADB records and will also permit great flexibility in the retrieval
and formatting of PADB information in response to queries and reporting requirements. The proposed
design calls for integration of commercially available full-text retrieval software products with SQL
compliant database capabilities on an upgraded LAN/WAN to provide enhanced functionality and
improved retrieval performance over previous versions of PASS/PADB. The new design is subject to
software standards ensuring technical compatibility with other NRC and CNWRA computer systems and
the ability to make modifications economically as future requirements emerge.
Chapter 1 of this document describes a generic text management system, and Chapter 2 relates the
PASS/PADB specifics to a generic text management system. Chapter 3 develops a set of four system
functions and three system constraints, and relates these functions and constraints to previously established
system needs. Chapter 4 relates the functions and constraints to selection criteria, leading to a preferred
implementation alternative. Chapter 5 defines the proposed design in terms of specific hardware and
software recommendations, and Chapter 6 describes the proposed schedule for implementation in FY93,
with specific projects identified for expanding PASS/PADB Version 3.0 in FY94.

1.1

REQUIREMENTS FOR A CLASSICAL TEXT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Text management may be used to support production of SRA products for the NRC. In general,
SRA products should be able to incorporate portions of multiple information records, combined in various
ways to present information in several formats. Analyses, which are part of the SRA process, rely upon
textual materials, such as statutes, regulations, technical reports, etc. Results of these analyses are
recorded as textual materials and stored in machine-readable form. When textual materials are extracted,
summarized, condensed, and combined to create SRA and regulatory products, the products are also
textual in nature. Therefore, the ability to accommodate text management functions is among the major
requirements of the SRA process and its associated PASS/PADB.
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1.2

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A TEXT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Text management systems share certain basic characteristics and functionality. This basic
functionality constitutes a major part of the conceptual foundation of the SRA process. Therefore, to
clarify the objectives, constraints, and design, it is useful to consider the characteristics, components, and
requirements of a generic text management system.

1.2.1

Creation of Textual Materials

A text management system should assist the user in the creation, formatting, and editing of new
textual materials. At a minimum, this implies adequate assistance and automated support for capturing
ideas in a textual form. Current technology typically employs word processing software installed on
personal computer (PC) or workstation hardware platforms to address this requirement. The users of a
text management system, who may be widely dispersed geographically, utilize their individual
hardware/software platforms to support word processing requirements when creating, editing, formatting,
and printing textual materials. Textual materials produced by the users are usually stored as machinereadable files on hard disks or diskettes in their PCs or workstations. These materials are frequently
printed in hard copy form and may be shared with other users in electronic form.
The selection of a user's hardware platform is usually driven by the total work environment and
requirements rather than solely by the need for text management services and support. Thus, a text
management system may be required to support diverse hardware platforms, that reflect the diversity of
the computing requirements of the user community. These hardware platforms must be interfaced in some
way to permit effective interchange of information among users. Sometimes a group of users will be
connected in a LAN or a WAN which permits them to store their textual materials on a centralized disk
or file server. This type of connectivity and network organization is helpful when users need to share or
access each other's data and/or work products.
Regardless of the hardware configuration, whether PCs or workstations, used as standalone
machines or connected in an extensive network, the primary user interface for entry and editing of textual
information is the word processing software. Therefore, a text management system should include
sufficient word processing capabilities to support the users' requirements for entry, editing, formatting,
and printing of their interim and final work products. While diversity of computing needs may dictate
a wide range of hardware platforms, the selection of word processing software is usually driven by the
need for uniformity and standardization. The use of multiple word processing software products can
introduce significant problems in exchanging data and products among users. Although translation
programs exist to convert from one word processing format to another, the mapping of specific features
is not always accomplished in a smooth and consistent manner. Therefore, it is prudent for a text
management system to employ a single word processing software environment that can be accessed from
all of the users' hardware platforms.
Because it is common for textual materials to build upon and incorporate parts of other
documents, it is very desirable for a text management system to provide automated support for merging
selected portions of separate documents into new work products. In non-automated environments, this
function was accomplished with scissors, tape, and/or paste. The desired textual information was
physically cut out of one document and pasted together with other materials to form a new composite
document, which required retyping. The corresponding automated "cut-and-paste" facility is a highly
1-2

desirable feature in modem text management systems. Cut-and-paste facilities permit the user to "block
select" or highlight textual information in one document and copy or move it into another document. The
information that has been copied or moved into the new document can then be edited by the user as
desired.
Cut-and-paste facilities have been implemented for many word processors. These facilities also
exist in a more generalized form as features of some operating system environments. The ability to cutand-paste, using materials from documents other than word processing files is particularly important,
because it permits users to capture and incorporate materials from diverse sources, such as electronic mail
(E-mail) and full-text search facilities, as well as conventional word processing documents. Such cut-andpaste facilities require that the system have concurrent access to multiple documents so that material can
be copied or moved from one document to another.
A text management system implemented in a network environment offers advantages because
of the number and diversity of materials that can be made available to users through a network file
server. In a network environment, it is possible for an individual user to have access to materials from
many other users, and also to have access to common "libraries" of textual materials. Network
environments also have the advantage that all users access the same materials in a common repository of
textual data on the network file server. Therefore, fewer opportunities exist for multiple, potentially
inconsistent, copies of a document to be generated.
In environments where multiple users collaborate in the creation of textual materials, a text
management system should support and facilitate working groups. At a minimum, members of working
groups should be able to exchange electronic copies of textual materials. This can be readily accomplished
in a localized system through a LAN file server, where all members of the working group have access
to the same documents on a shared network disk. When users of a text management system are
geographically dispersed, electronic support for working groups can be accomplished through WAN file
servers or by electronic file transfers over communications facilities.
When multiple users are collaborating on a single work product, their interactions often take
the form of corrections or additions to the text, coupled with comments about the text. These comments
are not, themselves, intended to become part of the final work product. Such user interactions involve
two distinct types of information: text and comments. A text management system can greatly assist the
efforts of collaborating users by providing separate vehicles for these two types of information.
Comments pertaining to an evolving work product are handled clearly and efficiently by E-mail facilities,
while changes to the text of the work product are readily addressed through electronic file transfers. The
combination of these capabilities, through facilities which permit textual documents to be attached and
transmitted with E-mail notes, provides significant advantages for members of working groups. E-mail
is also helpful in environments where security requirements prevent users of separate LANs from having
direct access to shared resources such as file servers. In such environments, E-mail provides an efficient
and controlled means of accomplishing file transfers without violating the security protocols of the
separate LANs.
In summary, the following capabilities are very desirable for a text management system in
support of the creation of textual materials:
* Word processing software, appropriate to the users' needs, that supports all user hardware
platforms
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* Cut-and-paste facilities
* Network file servers for sharing textual materials
* E-mail and electronic file transfer
1.2.2

Maintenance of Textual Materials

A text management system should provide orderly processes and procedures for identifying,
retrieving, updating, and deleting textual materials. Existing textual materials must be revised from time
to time, either to correct errors or to update the materials. Obsolete materials must be deleted and new
formats must be implemented and applied to certain classes of documents. Therefore, most repositories
of textual information require a continuing level of maintenance. When the textual repository is small,
as in the case of an individual user with his or her own personal computer, maintenance is just a matter
of finding the proper document and making the change. However, when the textual repository is large,
involving many users and a great diversity of materials, the problems of maintenance are compounded.
To facilitate retrieval and maintenance of textual materials, it is important that they be uniquely
identified. In a simple, single-user environment, textual materials are normally identified by the name of
the physical file containing the materials. However, in more complex environments, consideration must
be given to both the physical and logical organization of data. Many text management systems assign
unique identifiers or document accession numbers to individual textual materials for this purpose. These
unique document identifiers are used to associate materials with descriptive attributes and indexes.
Regardless of the method employed to identify textual materials, it is important that such mechanisms
facilitate positive identification of the materials.
In many text management systems, materials are updated by simple replacement. The existing
copy of the document to be updated is retrieved, and changes are applied to the document. The original
copy of the document is replaced by the new copy. This approach to maintenance of textual materials
conserves storage space, but it does not permit a history of changes to be maintained. An alternative
approach is to maintain successive versions of each document and distinguish the versions by the date of
the change or a version number. This approach permits tracing changes, but it requires much more
storage capacity. It also can be confusing because of the multiple versions of each document that are
concurrently maintained in the textual repository. When this type of change history is maintained, the
unique identifier of a document is usually the combination of its accession number and the date and time
or version number.
When materials in a text management system are updated, the change process may extend over
a significant period of time. During this time, it is important for users of the system to continue to have
access to the current version of the materials which are being changed. It is also important for the system
to notify users that a change is pending on that information. This is normally accomplished by
maintaining status information associated with the individual text records, which is updated when the
change is initiated and again when the change is completed.
In many environments, it is important to impose a measure of control over the content of textual
materials. These controls frequently take the form of content verification or configuration control
procedures and formal reviews of documents which must be completed before the new versions of the
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materials can be entered into the textual repository. Such controls may introduce a considerable delay
between the time when a change is initiated and when the change is reflected in the text repository. In
such cases, it may be important for the text management system to support "check-in" and "check-out"
procedures, which permit users to be notified of pending changes to textual materials. Control of the
content of textual materials is related to considerations of access control which are discussed in more
detail in Section 1.2.7.
In summary, the following capabilities are desirable for a text management system in support
of the maintenance of textual materials:
* Ability to support unique identifiers, for the positive identification and selection of materials
* Ability to insert, change, and delete materials in the text repository
* Ability to maintain a history of changes
* Ability to access the current version of a document while a new version is being prepared
* Ability to support "check-in" and "check-out" and other content verification or configuration
control procedures
1.2.3

Storage of Textual Materials

A text management system should also provide facilities for storing textual information in an
efficient and effective manner. In a manual text management system this requirement is normally satisfied
by filing cabinets, where documents are stored and retrieved in a manner that is determined by the
organization of the files. However, the numerous varieties of physical filing systems and the many ways
that materials are organized in those files suggests that the storage of textual materials is not as
straightforward as it might first appear. In most cases, compromises must be made between the most
efficient way to put materials into files and the ways that information will be retrieved from those files.
For example, if the information to be filed is received in alphabetic sequence, then filing it alphabetically
would seem to be an obvious choice. However, if the information is to be retrieved by date, an
alphabetical filing sequence actually hinders retrieval of the information. Similarly, correspondence might
be filed by author and date, but that filing sequence would not help retrieve that same correspondence
by addressee.
Computers are rather well adapted to deal with this type of problem. Relational databases permit
multiple identifiers to be associated with each record. This allows users to retrieve information in a
variety of sequences and logical groupings, regardless of the actual physical sequence of the records in
the database. Relational databases are particularly helpful in making information available in a variety
of sequences, but the database designer must anticipate these retrieval requirements. Therefore, the ways
in which the information is to be retrieved requires careful consideration when designing the storage
processes and mechanisms for a text management system. Unless these retrieval considerations are
factored into the database design, some of the current and future needs of the users may not satisfied by
the system when it is implemented.
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A further consideration in the storage of textual materials concerns the basic unit of storage.
If the textual material contained in a database is mostly correspondence, then the basic unit of storage
could be the individual correspondence document. In this case, the choice of the individual document as
the basic unit of storage would be based on an assumption that the normal user would retrieve entire
letters or other documents. However, the individual document is not always the best choice for the basic
unit of storage. Consider, for example, a database application in a legal environment. A text management
system in a legal environment might place high priority on storing documents as a series of paragraphs,
so that certain "standard" paragraphs could be retrieved to assemble a wide variety of legal documents.
Relational databases are also well adapted to handling data storage where the basic unit of storage is the
paragraph or even the sentence. However, the ultimate organization of the database and the selection of
the basic unit of storage must be carefully considered when designing a text management system, so that
the desired information may be readily identified and retrieved by the user.
In summary, the following capabilities are desirable for a text management system in support
of the storage of textual materials:
* Retrieve material in multiple sequences through the use of a relational database
* Select and implement an appropriate basic unit of storage (document, chapter, paragraph,
etc.) to permit retrieval and reconfiguration of materials to meet the requirements of the
users

1.2.4

Retrieval of Textual Materials

The design and implementation of a text management system must also place great emphasis
on the retrieval of information. Since the ultimate purpose of all text management systems is to retrieve
information, the effectiveness of the retrieval mechanism should be considered to be a meaningful
measure of the overall effectiveness of the text management system. A system that is well adapted to
support the creation, maintenance, and storage of textual data, is not necessarily efficient or effective
when retrieving information. Many text management systems perform poorly in this critical area.
Although textual records may be accurately captured and maintained by the system, information may be
effectively unavailable, because the user cannot find it. This situation can result from several conditions
which are discussed in the following.
* IMPROPER INDEXING OF THE TEXTUAL INFORMATION. Information retrieval
systems are based on some type of indexing scheme, whether document number, title, author
name, keywords, or the full-text. In some text management systems, information retrieval
may employ multiple indexing schemes. However, if the actual information content of the
records is not adequately represented by the indexing scheme, it will be difficult for the user
to find the desired information. This problem frequently occurs in systems that rely upon
fixed-format collections of indexing information known as document headers. Document
header systems are based upon an extension of the concept of a library card catalog. Fixedfield indexing information is associated with each document in a way that permits retrieval
of the document by searching several index fields. However, if the index fields in the
headers are poorly designed, poorly implemented, or filled in by indexers who do not have
appropriate knowledge levels about the materials and the subject matter, the headers may not
be useful in retrieving the desired information. Index headers may contain descriptive
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keywords, but if those keywords do not adequately represent the content of the
corresponding records, the records will be difficult to find and retrieve. For example, a
document on the subject of "matrix versus fracture flow" may exist in a textual database,
but if the header keywords are too generic (e.g., hydrology), if they are inappropriate (e.g.,
fluid viscosity), or if they are not keywords which the user would normally anticipate (e.g.,
cracks, holes, fissures, etc.), then the user may not be able to find the desired information.
Thus, the selection of proper keywords for document indexes is critical to the user's ability
to retrieve information from a text management system.
* THE TEXTUAL INFORMATION IS OVER-INDEXED. Sometimes the information in a
text management system can be indexed to a degree that causes the user to be overwhelmed.
This problem occurs frequently in full-text systems where the volume of material returned
by a simple query can be excessive. When every word in every document is indexed, many
of these words will be found in a very large number of documents. If the user searches for
a rather common word, such as "water", the number of "hits" returned by the query will
probably be overwhelming. The usual solution to this problem is to narrow the search by
looking for combinations of words occurring in close proximity (e.g., in a phrase, sentence,
or paragraph). Such queries are more focused and will return fewer "hits" but they may miss
significant materials where the words specified by the user do not occur in close proximity.
* THE INDEXING SCHEME IS NOT APPROPRIATE TO THE USER. Users of a text
management system are confronted with a basic problem when trying to retrieve information
- they must be able to make up reasonable queries in order to find the desired information.
This means that the users must be able to "guess" what information is in the database, and
those "guesses" must in some way match the indexing of the documents. Therefore, the
indexing scheme should help the user by supporting the types of queries that the user is
expected to formulate at his appropriate level of experience and knowledge.
Indexing schemes based on headers are designed to help users with a broad range of knowledge
and experience. The person preparing the document headers for the index selects keywords that are
representative of both the information content and the expected level of sophistication of the users. These
keywords are arranged into header fields so that the user can make a very focused query (e.g.,
"groundwater travel time" in the "subject" field of the header). Unfortunately, the theory of this approach
is not always matched by its implementation. The user of a header-based index must deal with multiple
uncertainties. These include:
* What keyword(s) did the indexer choose?
* Was the keyword selected by the indexer appropriate to the information content?
* Which header field(s) would contain a particular keyword?
Indexing schemes based on full-text avoid some of the uncertainties associated with keywords
selected by an indexing technician, because the words in the index are derived directly from the text
itself. However, if the full-text uses euphemisms or oblique references, then retrieval based upon a fulltext index may not be effective. Thus, the user of a full-text based index must deal with uncertainties as
well. These include:
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What word or words were used in the text to describe the subject?

* Have I specified all of the important variations of significant words?
* How can I deal with oblique references, if any exist?
* How can I narrow the search to avoid getting too many "hits"?
The best solutions offered by current software technology to the problems of retrieval of
information from text management systems combine header and full-text searches with the capability to
define words or phrases which represent "concepts." Header searches are used to identify the specific
information content of textual materials based on the experience and knowledge of a trained indexer. Fulltext searches retrieve a broader range of materials, based on words that actually occur in the text.
"Concepts" are analogous to the "macros" commonly used in word processors in that they permit words
to represent the results of complex searches. Thus, a user may define a "concept" for "retrievability" that
combines a wide range of queries and search terms, based on both headers and full-text. For example,
a member of the technical staff could define the concept of retrievability, as it pertains to a High-Level
Waste repository as follows:
* A paragraph containing "operations" and ("environment", "closure", or "container")
* A phrase containing "60.111(b)"
* A paragraph containing "retrieve" and ( "waste", "container", "canister", or "HLW")
* A paragraph containing "underground facilities" and ( "fracture", "opening", or "stability")
* A paragraph containing "emplacement" and ("operations" or "container" )
* A paragraph containing "backfill" and ("EBS" , "Engineered Barrier System", or "Waste
Package")

* A paragraph containing "thermal load" and ("stability" or "mechanical")
* A paragraph containing ("EBS" or "Engineered Barrier System") and ("Canister",
"Container", or "Waste Package")
* A paragraph containing "recovery" and ( "spent fuel" "value" or "resource")
The use of "concepts" permits users to accumulate and share knowledge about how best to retrieve
information on specific subjects from the text management system. In a real sense, the retrieval portion
of the text system learns how to make efficient retrievals through the user's development of concept-based
searches.
In summary, the following capabilities are desirable for a text management system in support
of the retrieval of textual materials:
* Header-based searches
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* Full-text searches
* Concept-based searches

1.2.5

Analysis and Review of Textual Materials

The need for analysis and review of textual materials introduces additional requirements for a
text management system. The process of analysis and review frequently requires that portions of the
document being reviewed be compared with or cross-referenced to other materials. For example, a
document discussing the issue of retrievability of High-Level Waste (HLW) from an underground
repository would be likely to require references to regulations, technical data, and reports. Therefore,
from the perspective of the reviewer, it is highly desirable to be able to view and compare multiple
documents concurrently.
Older software technologies did not readily support this capability, because the display screens
were limited to a single page (usually 24 lines and 80 characters per line). When the material being
viewed in these older systems was too wide for the screen, the text would either be truncated or wrapped
to the next line in a visually disruptive way. When the text was longer than a single page, the user was
required to move from page to page to find the desired text. Moving through a document display, page
by page, was a slow process, that frequently caused the user to lose track of the context.
With the emergence of newer software technology supporting windows and graphical user
interfaces (GUIs), these limitations have been overcome. The advantages of a windowed interface include:
(i) the ability to view multiple documents simultaneously, (ii) the ability to scroll the window smoothly
in both horizontal and vertical directions, and (iii) the ability to adjust the window size and font so that
they are appropriate for the document being displayed. Some software technologies support graphical
images such as equations, formulae, charts, and pictures. Hypertext and graphic image links, which
permit rapid association of highlighted words in a document with other documents, equations, formulae,
or graphic images, are also frequently implemented in these newer software technologies at no extra cost.
In summary, the following capabilities are desirable for a text management system in support
of the analysis and review of textual materials:
* Windowed GUI
* Smooth vertical and horizontal scrolling
* Variable font and window sizes
* Support for graphical images such as formulae, charts, and pictures

1.2.6

Reporting of Textual Materials

A text management system should provide support for the extraction and reporting of textual
materials contained in its database. At a minimum, this means that textual documents should be
retrievable in the same form that they were entered into the system. However, more exacting
requirements must frequently be met to satisfy user needs. These extended reporting requirements fall
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into two general categories: (i) requirements for variable formats and (ii) requirements for variable
content.
There is a need for multiple reporting styles, because it is sometimes necessary to prepare
multiple reports with a variety of stylistic differences from the same textual material (i.e., the same
textual data appear with different headings, indentations, fonts, etc., in different reports). To some
degree, this flexibility can be achieved by isolating the textual data from the formatting information and
using the "merge" features of a word processor. The format styling of a particular report is captured and
maintained in a "primary" document. The text, without formatting, is maintained in a "secondary"
document. The secondary document contains tags or other segmentation information that permit portions
of the text to be inserted at the proper places in the primary document format. When the primary and
secondary documents are merged, a composite document is created that combines the format of the
primary document with the text of the secondary document. With the application of different primary
documents, a variety of report formats can be produced from the same text in the secondary document.
When report formatting requirements exceed the capabilities of a word processor, the unformatted textual
data may be exported to a desktop publishing application where more extensive and variable formatting
can be performed.
The need for variable content occurs when a variety of reports are produced by using different
parts of a textual document. In such cases, the textual document must be subdivided or parsed at some
lower level, such as the section or paragraph level. The resulting lower-level textual entities are then
selected and combined to form the desired report. By selecting different groupings of lower level textual
entities, a wide variety of summary and detail-level reports can be supported. Unlike the variable format
reporting requirements discussed above, variable content reporting requirements frequently require that
corresponding lower-level textual entities be combined from multiple documents. For example, a
collection of CDS documents could be processed to produce a report of key technical uncertainties. This
would involve searching through all CDS documents and extracting only the lower-level textual entities
that pertained to key technical uncertainties.
While the distinction between variable formatting and variable content reporting requirements
is useful in analyzing the total requirements of a text management system, the distinction is somewhat
clouded in practice. Variable content reports will necessarily involve some formatting, such as heading,
indentation, fonts, etc. The information that specifies this report format styling must be maintained
separate from the text itself, because only portions of the text will be used to produce the report. If the
formatting information were maintained with the text, it could be omitted from the final report by the text
selection process. Similarly, if the formatting information were embedded in the text, then conflicting and
inconsistent formatting could be selected along with text from multiple sources. Thus, variable content
reporting requirements almost always involve an associated requirement for variable formatting.
When considering the formatting of reports, it is also important to consider the distinction
between "intrinsic" and "external" formatting. Intrinsic formatting is the formatting that is required to
ascribe appropriate meaning to the text. Superscripts and subscripts provide the clearest examples of
intrinsic formatting. While the chemical formula for water (H2 0) could be understood by most readers
if the subscript were omitted (H20), other chemical formulae and equations could be quite ambiguous
without appropriate intrinsic formatting. Therefore, such intrinsic formatting should be considered as a
part of the text, and the formatting commands should remain embedded in the text itself. External
formatting includes headings, indentations, font specifications, etc. Such external formatting information
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is more closely associated with the report format than with the text itself and is commonly stored in the
"primary" document, which controls the format style of the particular report.
In summary, the following capabilities are desirable for a text management system in support
of the reporting of textual materials:
* Identify and store external formatting information to support multiple report formats
* Parse, identify, store, and retrieve lower-level textual entities to support variable content
reporting requirements
* Store and maintain intrinsic formatting information, such as superscripts and subscripts, as
part of the textual information

1.2.7

Control of Textual Materials

A text management system should provide a measure of control over the content of the textual
materials contained in the database. Typically, this control takes the form of access control, update
control, and version control. Access control is accomplished by maintaining control data that restrict the
user's ability to retrieve information. Access control is normally implemented by user identifiers and
passwords or by establishing classes of users. Update control is also usually associated with the user's
identifier and password, but update control is usually more restrictive than access control. A user may
be totally prevented from updating the database or, alternatively, may be restricted to updating only
selected documents or classes of documents (See discussion in Section 1.2.2). Version control has the
primary function of tracking the update or version level of each document in the database. Version control
can also be used to control which version of a document is presented to a user, or user class, depending
on the user's authorization level.
In summary, the following capabilities are desirable for a text management system in support
of textual materials:
the
control
of
* Access control
* Update control (insert, delete, and modify)
* Version tracking and control

1.3

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR A TEXT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

In the preceding sections, a number of generic requirements for a text management system were
discussed. Therefore, it is appropriate to summarize these requirements at this point so that they can be
addressed in the formulation of an appropriate information flow and structure.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CREATION OF TEXTUAL MATERIALS
* Word processing software, appropriate to the users' needs, that supports all user hardware
platforms
* Cut-and-paste facilities
* Network file servers for sharing textual materials
* E-mail and electronic file transfer
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF TEXTUAL MATERIALS
*
*
*
*
*

Ability to support unique identifiers for positive identification and selection of materials
Ability to insert, change, and delete materials in the text repository
Ability to maintain a history of changes
Ability to access the current version of a document while a new version is being prepared
Ability to support "check-in" and "check-out" or other content verification or configuration
control procedures

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE STORAGE OF TEXTUAL MATERIALS
* Retrieve material in multiple sequences through the use of a relational database
* Select and implement an appropriate basic unit of storage (document, chapter, paragraph,
etc.) to permit retrieval and reconfiguration of materials to meet the requirements of the
users
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RETRIEVAL OF TEXTUAL MATERIALS
* Header-based searches
* Full-text searches
* Concept-based searches
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ANALYSIS AND REVIEW OF TEXTUAL MATERIALS
*
*
*
*

Windowed GUI
Smooth vertical and horizontal scrolling
Variable font and window sizes
Support for graphical images such as formulae, charts, and pictures

REQUIREMENTS FOR REPORTING OF TEXTUAL MATERIALS
* Identify and store external formatting information to support multiple report formats
* Parse, identify, store, and retrieve lower-level textual entities to support variable content
reporting requirements
* Store and maintain intrinsic formatting information, such as superscripts and subscripts, as
part of the textual information
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONTROL OF TEXTUAL MATERIALS
* Access control
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* Update control (insert, delete, and modify)
* Version tracking and control
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2 PASS/PADB INFORMATION FLOW AND STRUCTURE
Chapter 1 described the general requirements for a generic text management system, including
requirements for the creation, maintenance, storage, retrieval, analysis, reporting, and control of textual
materials. These generic requirements also apply to the PASS/PADB system. Chapter 2 outlines the
general information flow and structure of the PASS/PADB system.
At a very high level, the system structure of PASS/PADB includes three major components as illustrated
by Figure 2-1.
* CREATION OF NEW SRA PRODUCTS. SRA products are created through analyses
performed as part of the SRA process. These SRA products usually take the form of
documentary materials, such as Regulatory Requirement Topics (RRTs), CDSs, CDMs,
regulatory, technical, and institutional uncertainties, etc. As new SRA products are created
or existing SRA products are modified, they may be combined, in whole or in part, with
other SRA products in the process of creating other materials.
* STORAGE OF SRA PRODUCTS. Once the SRA products have been produced and
subjected to appropriate content verification and other reviews, they are stored in the PADB.
The PADB provides electronic storage for SRA products, and it also provides configuration
control functions. Once approved and entered into the PADB, an SRA product must undergo
review and approval before a change to it can be accepted.
* PRODUCTION OF REPORTS AND REGULATORY PRODUCTS. SRA products stored
in the PADB may be retrieved, combined, and processed to produce a variety of standard
and customized SRA reports and other regulatory products, such as the LARP. The reporting
process may be as simple as retrieving information for a single CDS, or as complex as
combining RRTs, CDSs and CDMs to construct sections of the LARP. Output of the
reporting function may also provide input for additional SRA process activities, such as

PADB

CREATION OF
NEW SRA RECORDS

REPORTS AND
REGULATORY
PRODUCTS

I
Figure 2-1. PASS/PADB information flow and architecture
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maintenance and updating of SRA records, incorporation of materials in new SRA products,
and establishing relationships among SRA records.

2.1

CREATION OF NEW SRA RECORDS

A further delineation of the creation of new SRA records is illustrated by Figure 2-2. This
process combines the analytic efforts of both NRC and CNWRA staffs with existing materials from both
SRA and non-SRA sources to create new SRA products and update existing SRA products. As discussed
in Section 1.2.1, this process often involves input and cooperative work among staff representing multiple
disciplines at widely dispersed geographical locations. Therefore, effective word processing support,
coupled with the ability to exchange electronic comments and copies of work products through E-mail,
is particularly important to this process. As the staff analyses progress, materials from diverse sources
may be referenced or actually incorporated, in whole or in part, into the developing SRA work product.
Therefore, the ability to cut-and-paste materials from diverse documents is an important component of
this process.
The entire process always begins with analyses and may require additional input from existing
SRA products or other non-SRA sources. The process is frequently iterative, involving the preparation
of material, followed by one or more cycles of comment and comment resolution. In all cases, however,
the output of the process is a new or updated SRA Product.

Figure 2-2. Creation of new SRA records
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* ANALYSES CREATE ENTIRELY NEW SRA PRODUCTS. In some instances, analyses
will produce entirely new SRA products without incorporation of existing materials. These
analyses might, however, rely heavily upon full-text materials such as regulations.
* SRA AND NON-SRA MATERIALS INCORPORATED INTO NEW SRA PRODUCTS.
In many instances, new SRA products will involve analyses that build upon existing
materials. Those materials may include both existing SRA products and other non-SRA
materials, which may be referenced or incorporated, in whole or in part in the new SRA
product.
* ANALYSES UPDATE AND MODIFY EXISTING SRA PRODUCTS. Existing SRA
products will need to be updated from time to time, either as a result of subsequent analyses
or to reflect new information developed in the course of the repository licensing program
execution. In these instances, analyses may be combined with existing SRA and non-SRA
materials to update the original SRA products.
* NEW OR UPDATED SRA PRODUCTS. The ultimate result of this process is the
production of new or updated SRA products. These SRA products are submitted to the
Storage of SRA Products Process (see Figure 2-3) where they are parsed, subjected to
configuration controls, and then used to update the PADB.

2.2

STORAGE OF SRA PRODUCTS

A further delineation of the storage of SRA products is illustrated in Figure 2-3. This process
extends beyond the electronic storage and maintenance of SRA products to include aspects of security and
configuration control measures.
* INPUT CONTROL PROCEDURES. SRA products will be subject to both manual and
automated input control procedures to assure the quality, integrity, and completeness of each
record. New records will be properly authorized, reviewed and approved before they are
entered into the PADB. Existing records that are being updated will also be properly
authorized. Any changes will be subjected to appropriate content verification and technical
reviews. Records to be stored in the PADB will be logged and assigned version identifiers,
if desired, as part of the configuration control procedures.
* PARSING OF SRA INPUT INTO DATA RECORDS AND FIELDS. The SRA input will
be prepared as textual documents containing numerous data fields. To facilitate preparation
of input data, the textual documents created by the technical staffs will be at a much higher
level than the basic units of storage of the PADB. Because information may have to be
extracted in many different formats and combined, in whole or in part, with other records
to produce a variety of reports, it will be necessary to parse the high-level SRA input into
individual data fields. These data fields correspond to the basic units of storage for the
PADB (See Section 1.2.3). A trained operator will interact with a computer program in a
semi-automated parsing process to positively identify individual data records and fields
within the incoming SRA input documents. In this way, basic units of storage will be
identified, captured, and loaded into the PADB.
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Figure 2-3. Storage of SRA products
* CONTENT VERIFICATION. There is a requirement, as indicated in Section 1.2.2, to
exercise a measure of control over the content of textual materials in the PADB. Input
records will be subjected to automated error detection processes to check for format and
completeness of required elements. Reviews and visual verification of the parsed SRA
information will also be employed.
* ERROR CORRECTION. If errors are found in the input data, they will be corrected, and
the material will be resubmitted to the PADB storage process.
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* SRA PRODUCT "CHECK-IN" PROCEDURE. As discussed in Section 1.2.2, an automated
control process will be instituted for SRA products. The SRA product "check-in" process
will accept new materials and log the status of existing materials that have been updated.
This "check-in" control procedure will accomplish three important functions:
(i)

Maintain update control over the records in the PADB

(ii)

Assure that users can be notified when information is being reviewed and
changed

(iii)

Assure that any changes to SRA information are properly authorized

* STORAGE OF SRA PRODUCTS. The parsed SRA products will be stored as individual
records and fields in an SQL-compliant relational database. The parsed records and fields
will correspond to the basic units of storage for the PADB. This will facilitate retrieval of
SRA information in many formats to satisfy diverse reporting requirements as discussed in
Section 1.2.6. By selecting multiple units of storage from the PADB and combining them
with selected report formats, individual records can be presented in multiple reporting
formats. It will also be possible to select corresponding fields from many different records
and combine them with selected reporting formats to produce summary and detail reports.
To support rapid and flexible retrieval of information from the PADB, the SRA products
will also be stored in a full-text data repository. The full-text representation of the PADB
data will contain all of the data organized and presented in a standard report format. A fulltext search interface will be provided to permit users to directly search, retrieve, and visually
review the full-text representation of the PADB information. The process for the storage of
SRA data will maintain synchronization of the full-text and relational data repositories in the
PADB.
* OUTPUT CONTROL PROCEDURES. The requirement for access and update controls for
the PADB information, mentioned in Section 1.2.7, will be addressed through output control
procedures. These control procedures will govern the extraction of information from the
PADB through appropriate retrieval authorization logic. Access requests will be validated,
and SRA information will be extracted for either reporting or update.
* DATA RETRIEVAL AND/OR MAINTENANCE REQUESTS. When a need arises for
maintenance to the PADB or for downloading of PADB records, the user will select the
desired records from a scrollable window containing all available records. The identifiers
of the selected records will be passed to the "check-out" process if maintenance is in
process. Otherwise, the identifiers of the selected records will be passed to the process that
performs formatting and output of ASCII files.
* SRA PRODUCT RETRIEVAL AND "CHECK-OUT" PROCEDURE. When SRA products
are requested by an authorized user for update purposes, the information will be extracted
and "checked-out" to that user as discussed in Section 1.2.2. This "check-out" procedure
will identify and control records for which changes are pending and will allow other users
to be notified of the status of the information in those SRA products.
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* EXTRACTION, FORMATTING, AND OUTPUT OF ASCII FILES. When a user requests
that SRA records be extracted and downloaded from the PADB, the ASCII file extraction
and formatting process will extract the desired information from the PADB, format it in a
standard format, and save it as an ASCII file. The user may download this ASCII file
containing the desired SRA records and incorporate it into other work products. SRA
records which have been extracted, formatted and downloaded in this manner cannot be used
to update the PADB through the "check-in" process.

2.3

PRODUCTION OF REPORTS AND REGULATORY PRODUCTS

A further delineation of the process for producing reports and regulatory products is found in
Figure 2-4. Experience in the development of PASS/PADB has shown that changes in report formats and
contents can be disruptive to systems that are highly focused on specific reporting products. Therefore,
the direction of future design and implementation efforts for PASS/PADB will maximize flexibility in
extracting of information from the PADB and formatting reports.
The system design addresses the generic requirements for reporting of textual material discussed
in Section 1.2.6. Data selection and formatting specifications, maintained in relational database tables,
will permit rapid definition and utilization of new reporting formats. The information required to support
a specific reporting format will be extracted and passed to a word processing or desktop publishing
facility for final formatting and printing.
* ENTER AND MAINTAIN DATA SELECTION SPECIFICATIONS. Each report requires
certain specific information which is stored in relational tables in the PADB. Data selection
specifications are also developed and stored in a relational database table for each report.
This approach contrasts sharply with the traditional approach of embedding report generation
and formatting logic in the code of a specific report program. The advantage of data
selection specifications maintained in a relational table is that, when information is to be
added to a report or deleted from a report, only the data selection specifications need to be
changed. The data selection specifications are used by a generic program that assembles and
passes the required data to a formatting process where the final report is prepared.
* ENTER AND MAINTAIN REPORT FORMATTING SPECIFICATIONS. Each report
requires certain specific formatting information which is stored as report formatting
specifications in a relational table in the PADB. The formatting specifications for each report
are developed and stored in a relational database table rather than being embedded in the
code of a specific report program. Therefore, when the format of a report is changed, only
the report formatting specifications need to be modified.
* REQUEST FOR AN SRA REPORT. The process of requesting an SRA report involves
selecting the appropriate specifications for the report format and content. This may be
accomplished either from a selection list or by specifying the names of the data selection and
formatting specifications. Standard, pre-defined reports can be specified by name rather than
by specifying the data selection and formatting specifications.
* REPORT EXTRACTION AND FORMATTING PROCESS. The SRA report request is
interpreted and executed by the report extraction and formatting process. The appropriate
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Figure 2-4. Production of reports and regulatory products
data selection and formatting specifications are retrieved, and these specifications control the
retrieval and formatting of SRA information from the PADB. The result of this process is
a file that contains the formatted report information.
* ASCII SRA INFORMATION DOWNLOADED TO THE USER. The formatted SRA report
information may be passed directly to the user in machine-readable form, or, alternatively,
it may be downloaded as an ASCII file. This download capability permits the user to
incorporate large amounts of formatted SRA information in other work products.
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* WORD PROCESSOR OR DESKTOP PUBLISHER. The formatted report information may,
alternatively, be passed to an appropriate word processor or desktop publisher for final
formatting and printing.
2.4

SUMMARY

The foregoing discussion has delineated a general design for the PASS/PADB system, which
supports an orderly and controlled process for the creation, storage, and reporting of SRA products.
Building upon generic requirements for a text management system, which were identified in Chapter 1,
this general design for the PASS/PADB system includes some significant functions and constraints which
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
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3 PASS/PADB FUNCTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
Chapter 1 described the requirements of a generic text management system, including requirements for
the creation, maintenance, storage, retrieval, analysis, reporting, and control of textual materials. Chapter
2 showed how these requirements of a generic text management system applied to the PASS/PADB
system, and outlined the general information flow and structure of PASS/PADB. Chapter 3 will relate
previously identified PASS/PADB system needs to system functions and constraints drawn from the
general definition and design of PASS/PADB.

3.1

PASS/PADB SYSTEM NEEDS

In a previous report addressing the review and analysis of the PASS/PADB system
(DeWispelare, et al., 1992), ten technical system needs were derived from system objectives. These ten
system needs are listed here for reference:
* Textual Data Repository. The system must provide a well organized repository for textual
data and word processing documents.
* Full-Text Search and Retrieval. The system must provide a means of searching full-text
documents for specific words, phrases, and topics of interest.
* Data Management. The system must provide mechanisms for managing the data and
controlling access and update privileges by storing additional information about the records
and their relationships and access limitations.
* Word Processor Access/Compatibility. The system must provide access to compatible word
processor capabilities from all workstation platforms.
* Message/File Transfer Capability. The system must permit efficient and user-friendly
transfer of files with associated messages among all workstation platforms.
* System Response Time Performance. The system must exhibit fast response time for all
commonly performed functions.
* Minimize Impact on Computer Support Plans. The system must not cause major adverse
impacts on existing and planned computer systems and equipment configurations.
* Compatibility with Upgrade Initiatives. The system must be compatible with existing and
planned upgrades of equipment and processing applications both at the NRC and the
CNWRA.
* Growth Potential. The system must support orderly growth to larger configurations and
expanded capacities.
* User interface. The system must present an interface to the user which is logically structured
and easy to use.
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3.2

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

Building on the generic requirements for a text management system, that were identified in
Chapter 1, and the identified needs documented in the PASS/PADB Review (DeWispelare, et al., 1992),
the next step in the design is the development of functions and constraints for the PASS/PADB system.
The specific needs of the PASS/PADB system, modified by the generic requirements of a text
management, system are conveniently partitioned into (i) a set of functions which provide operability for
PASS/PADB, and (ii) a set of constraints which limit the functions to the specific desired operating
environment.
The PASS/PADB information flow and structure, described in Chapter 2, suggest four major
system functions that must be addressed in developing the detail design.
* FLEXIBLE SUPPORT TO INPUT, STORE, MANAGE, AND RETRIEVE TEXTUAL
DATA IN MULTIPLE FORMATS. SRA information will be stored in an SQL-compliant
relational database to support the flexible reporting requirements of the system. However,
most users are not expected to be conversant with SQL databases and SQL retrieval syntax.
Therefore, SRA information in the PADB will also be stored in a full-text format, which
will be accessible to users through commercially available full-text search and retrieval
software. Thus, the proposed PASS/PADB implementation will require parallel data
repositories, supporting full-text search and retrieval and relational database capabilities.
* TEXT PROCESSING AND PREPARATION CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT CREATION
AND MODIFICATION OF SRA PRODUCTS. Full-featured word processing capabilities
will be required to support SRA analyses. Because technical staff perform their work on a
variety of desktop hardware platforms, the word processing software must be compatible
with all supported platforms.
* FLEXIBLE AND RESPONSIVE SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SRA
REPORTS AND REGULATORY PRODUCTS. The system must support an efficient and
flexible method of extracting information from the PADB and formatting it into userspecified reports. This requires a generalized report-writer capability in which data content
and format of reports are defined through specifications, rather than being embedded in the
code of report programs.
* USER CONNECTIVITY BETWEEN NRC AND CNWRA STAFFS. Full-featured message
and file transfer facilities will be required to support working group activities between NRC
and CNWRA technical staff. These facilities must support conventional E-mail functions as
well as fully integrated transfers of text and word processing files.

3.3

SYSTEM FUNCTION - FLEXIBLE SUPPORT TO INPUT, STORE,
MANAGE, AND RETRIEVE TEXTUAL DATA IN MULTIPLE FORMATS

As discussed in Sections 1.2.3 and 2.2, SRA input is prepared as textual documents, containing
numerous data fields, which are at a much higher level than the basic units of storage that are likely to
be selected for the PADB. In order to retrieve information from the PADB in many different formats and
combine it with other records to produce a variety of reports, it is necessary to parse the high-level SRA
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input into individual data fields corresponding to suitable units of storage. These parsed units of storage
are entered into relational database tables of the PADB from which they can be retrieved, combined,
and/or arranged to form various products. The need to support this type of storage and manipulation of
SRA data is the primary justification for the SQL-compliant relational database.
It is proposed that the same SRA information also be stored in a full-text data repository to
facilitate rapid and flexible retrieval and visual review of the material. The full-text representation of the
PADB data will contain all data fields, organized and presented in a standard report format. Full-text
search interfaces will be provided to permit users to directly search, retrieve, and visually review the fulltext representation of PADB information. Thus, the proposed PASS/PADB implementation will require
parallel data repositories to support full-text and relational database functions.

3.3.1

Need for Parallel Relational and Full-Text Data Repositories

At first, the approach of maintaining parallel relational and full-text data repositories seems to
be undesirable because of increased data storage requirements, increased processing demands, and the
difficulty of keeping multiple data repositories synchronized. However, several important considerations
drive this approach to the design and implementation of PASS/PADB.
* Some PASS/PADB activities require updating and statusing of records. Updating, statusing,
and maintenance of records are functions that are performed efficiently and effectively by
relational databases. Full-text systems do not provide facilities to support such functions.
Therefore, these functions must be implemented through a relational database capability.
* Variable reporting formats require that PASS/PADB must be able to extract selected
information and format it with great flexibility. This means that PADB information must be
parsed and stored in separate fields. Relational databases are ideally suited for storage and
maintenance of information in this manner. Full-text search and retrieval software usually
supports information in separate fields. However, the ability to extract and reformat such
information is quite restricted, because it is oriented toward the arrangement of screen
presentations rather than printed reports. Therefore, the requirement for flexible reporting
formats supports the use of a relational database.
* Full-text search and retrieval of PASS/PADB records is quite inefficient when implemented

as a relational database function, and comprehensive search facilities for a relational database
require a significant programming and maintenance investment. Past experience has shown
that the relational database can only support full-text search and retrieval of PASS/PADB
records if the records are processed to extract keywords, which are then stored in a keyword
relational database table. When the keyword table becomes large, as it inevitably will,
retrieval efficiency degrades significantly. Partial word searches (stemmed or truncated
words) require a database scan. The performance of queries involving a database scan is
very poor, particularly when large tables are involved. By maintaining a pre-formatted
parallel copy of PADB information in a repository for full-text searching, commercially
available software can be used as the primary tool for search and retrieval. Therefore, the
requirement for generalized search functions supports the use of a separate textual data
repository and commercially available full-text search and retrieval software.
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* Commercially available full-text search software is well adapted to handling both general and
highly focused searches against large data aggregates. Experience gained during the current
evaluation of full-text retrieval software indicates that retrieval performance is not heavily
impacted by the size of the textual database or the complexity of the query.
* The user interface provided with commercially available full-text search and retrieval
software is much more user-friendly than the equivalent custom-written relational search and
retrieval interfaces used in the past.
The SQL relational database is recommended as the primary repository for PASS/PADB.
Formatted transactions will be generated out of that database to create or update the information available
to the full-text search and retrieval subsystem. Whenever maintenance occurs in the relational database,
the revised information will be automatically formatted and updated in the full-text repository. Thus, the
information reflected in the full-text system will be an alternate representation of the corresponding
information in the PADB relational database.

3.3.2

Allocation of PASS/PADB Functions Between the Full-text Repository and
the Relational Database

The full-text repository will support user-friendly retrieval and viewing of PADB information.
Full-text search facilities will be used as a front-end to allow rapid and effective retrieval of PASS/PADB
information. This means that the full-text repository will be the primary vehicle for finding and viewing
information in the PADB. Two types of text searches will be supported by the full-text repository.
* FULL-TEXT SEARCHES. Full-text search capabilities permit the user to search for
information without regard for where that information occurs in a document. Thus, users
of full-text search and retrieval software are able to concentrate on the content of the desired
information without having to be cognizant of its arrangement in the data repository. In the
proposed design, SRA information in the PADB will be full-text searchable, and this will
overcome a significant limitation of the Version 2.0 implementation of PASS/PADB. In
Version 2.0 of PASS/PADB, only selected fixed fields were searchable. Therefore, the user
had to be cognizant of both the information desired and the context of that information in
terms of the field and type of record which contained it. For example, a user wishing to find
information about "retrievability" would enter the word "retrievability" as the search term
and then would further qualify the search by specifying that the topic field in all CDS
records should be examined for that search term. Occurrences of "retrievability" in review
strategy or other full-text fields could not be found in the Version 2.0 implementation,
because full-text fields were not indexed due to the potential impact on the size and
performance of the keyword table in the SQL relational database. Therefore, records could
not be retrieved based upon the occurrence of significant words in textual fields.
* CONCEPT-BASED SEARCHES. As discussed in Section 1.2.4, some commercially
available full-text search and retrieval software products support concept-based searches.
Concept-based searches permit the user to define a concept as a structure of search terms and
conditions. As the user's experience grows, additional fruitful terms and search conditions
can be added to the concept. When the user invokes the name of the concept in a search, the
software expands and interprets the concept, much the way that a word processor might
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expand and execute a macro. Concept-based searches also permit the user to assign
weighting factors so that the results of a query can be ordered by their relevancy. The
advantages of concept-based searches are that they generally have much better recall than
simple queries and they permit ranking of the results list so that documents which best fit
the concept appear at the top of the list.
The relational database will support four capabilities within the PADB.
* HEADER-BASED SEARCHES. The system will support limited header-based searches
against selected fields in the relational database, as described in Section 1.2.4. Header-based
searches are quite effective for well-defined information in separate fields. Therefore, search
capabilities will be implemented for selected relational fields such as CDS review plan
number, CDS key technical uncertainty, etc. While these header-based searches will be
distinct from full-text searches, they will permit retrieval of the corresponding full-text
document through the relational key cross-reference table which is discussed more fully in
Section 3.3.3.
* MAINTENANCE AND UPDATING OF THE PADB. The relational database will be the
primary repository for SRA data. Therefore, maintenance and updating of data in the PADB
will be accomplished within the relational database.
* CONTROL OF THE PADB. Only selected authorized users will be permitted to add
information to the PADB or change existing records. Appropriate control mechanisms,
including the Check-In and Check-Out procedures discussed in Section 1.2.2, will be
implemented through the relational database.
* PRODUCTION OF SRA PRODUCTS AND NON-STANDARD REPORTS. SRA
information will be parsed and stored in the PADB as discrete fields rather than whole
documents to facilitate production of SRA products and non-standard reports. As discussed
in Section 2.3, a report-writer facility will be implemented to permit users to prepare reports
with a wide variety of information content and reporting formats. The report-writer facility
will utilize the relational database.
3.3.3

Synchronization of Full-Text and Relational Data Repositories

It will be necessary to maintain absolute synchronization between the information in the full-text
data repository and the SQL relational database. The relational database tables will contain the primary
copies of all PADB information. When SRA records are created or changed, the relational database
occurrence of that information will be updated first. Then the system will generate an appropriate format
from the relational tables and load that format into the full-text data repository. In this way, the process
for storage of SRA data will maintain synchronization of the full-text and relational data repositories in
the PADB.
The synchronization process will involve the use of a key cross-reference relational table,
maintained in the SQL database. Commercially available full-text search and retrieval software packages
identify and control documents within the full-text repository by means of internally generated document
numbers. These full-text document numbers do not directly correspond to the record keys used by the
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SQL relational database. However, a cross-reference can be created and maintained, so that the
appropriate full-text document number may be obtained for any relational records, and conversely, the
relational keys can be obtained for any full-text document number. Due to the design of the full-text
search and retrieval software, it will be necessary for the full-text document number to be used internally
as the primary key for the program's access to information in the full-text repository. This requirement
introduces several design considerations which must be addressed internally and automatically by the
system:
* PASS/PADB records will be entered into the SQL relational database prior to entry of the
corresponding information into the full-text repository. Therefore, the cross-reference record
will have to be formatted initially and the full-text document identifier will have to be
updated in the cross-reference table after the full-text document is loaded.
* When PASS/PADB records are updated, the corresponding full-text records must be replaced
using the existing full-text document numbers to prevent reassignment of the full-text
document numbers and consequent misalignment of the full-text and relational data.
* When PASS/PADB records are deleted, the corresponding full-text records must be deleted
using the appropriate full-text document numbers.

3.3.4

Full-Text Repository Capabilities

A powerful and efficient full-text search and retrieval capability will be required to provide a
user-friendly method of locating and viewing PADB information. This full-text search and retrieval
software must address the following system requirements:
* SUPPORT FOR ALL PRESENT AND ANTICIPATED HARDWARE PLATFORMS. All
of the hardware platforms presently in use or anticipated must be supported by the full-text
search and retrieval software.
* CLIENT SERVER DESIGN. The full-text search and retrieval software must be based upon
a CS design where the management of the full-text repository is accomplished on a
centralized server platform and requester modules are implemented as client applications on
the individual workstations.
* FAST RESPONSE TIME. The response time of the full-text search and retrieval software
for the presentation of a selection list following a query should be very fast. Experience
gained during the evaluation of candidate products indicated that a response time under 5
seconds could be achieved. Response time for the retrieval and display of full-text materials
from a selection list should not exceed 10 seconds for most documents.
* LOGICAL OPERATORS AND MULTIPLE SEARCH TERMS. The full-text search and
retrieval software must support logical operators (such as "and', "or", "not", etc.) and
multiple search terms. It also must support approximate search terms through entering partial
words and/or wild card characters.
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* HIGHLIGHTING OF SEARCH ARGUMENTS IN THE TEXT. When a full-text document
is selected for display, it must highlight the search arguments wherever they occur in the
text.
* ABILITY TO MOVE BETWEEN SEARCH TERMS AND DOCUMENTS. Facilities must
be available to permit positioning the full-text display to the next or previous occurrence of
the search term. Movement between successive documents is also required, because it
permits the user to browse search results without having to go back to the selection list.
* SUPPORT FOR ASCII AND WORDPERFECT DATA FORMATS. The full-text search
software must be able to display documents which are stored in ASCII or WordPerfect
formats.
* SUPPORT FOR CUT-AND-PASTE OPERATIONS. Cut-and-paste facilities should be
available to permit the user to highlight selected portions of the displayed document and then
copy the highlighted text into a working document.
* CONCURRENT VIEWING OF MULTIPLE DOCUMENTS. The full-text search and
retrieval software should support concurrent viewing of multiple documents. This
requirement implies the use of a GUI interface which supports multiple concurrent windows.
* APPROPRIATE APPLICATION INTERFACE FOR THE FULL-TEXT SEARCH
SOFTWARE. Many software products are now available with standardized application
interfaces (APIs) which permit the programs to be accessed and used directly by other
programs. An appropriate API is very important because it permits programmatic access to
the facilities and capabilities of the full-text search and retrieval software from other system
components. The full-text and relational database APIs will provide the basis for integration
of these two major facilities within PASS/PADB.
* ABILITY TO STORE FULL-TEXT QUERIES. The full-text search and retrieval software
must support the ability to catalog and store standard queries for future use.
* ABILITY TO LAUNCH DATABASE APPLICATION CODE, PASSING THE SELECTED
ITEMS FROM THE FULL-TEXT SEARCH USER INTERFACE. Many software products
provide a generalized mechanism to interrupt processing and execute (or launch) another
program. For example, the full-text system might use application launch facilities to initiate
relational database queries. The full-text search and retrieval software must support the
launching of other application code. This will be the primary vehicle for invoking SQL
relational services and applications based upon the results of a full-text search.

3.3.5

Relational Database Capabilities

A fully SQL-compliant database facility will be required to support the storage of SRA records
and fields in a relational format. This relational database must address the following system requirements:
* FULL SQL LANGUAGE CAPABILITIES. All standard SQL language facilities must be
supported.
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* INTERFACE TO STANDARD PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES. All standard SQL
language facilities must be able to be called directly from code written in the C and
FORTRAN programming languages.
* AD HOC QUERY LANGUAGE CAPABILITIES. An interactive interface must be available
which permits users to compose and execute SQL statements directly.
* ABILITY TO DEFINE AND CATALOG QUERIES AND REPORT FORMATS. A
capability to define queries interactively and then catalog and save those queries for
subsequent execution is highly desirable. This facility permits users to interactively define
and test query statements. Once a query has been perfected, it may be saved and then used
repeatedly by simply invoking the query name.
* APPROPRIATE APPLICATION INTERFACE FOR THE DATABASE SOFTWARE. The
SQL database will be implemented in a CS environment. The SQL software will reside on
a central server, shared by all users. Specific code to access and utilize the SQL database
will be embedded in client application code on the workstations. A clearly defined API will
be required to permit client application programs to access and utilize all database facilities.

3.3.6

Basic Unit of Storage for the PADB

Units of storage for the PADB will correspond to the major components of input documents.
For example, CDS records contain the following elements which could be parsed and captured as basic
units of storage:
Review Plan Number and Title
Applicable Regulatory Requirements
Types of Review
Rationale for Types of Review
Each Separate Review Type
Each Separate Key Technical Uncertainty and its Individual Sections
Review Strategy
Each Separate Review Strategy
Rationale for Review Strategy
Contributing Analysts
Applicable Regulatory Requirements for Each Type of Review
References
Heading and formatting information will be entered in the word processing formatting
documents which are merged with selected data to produce reports.
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3.3.7

Unique Identifiers for Positive Identification and Selection of Materials in the
PADB

Identifiers will be required to associate the various basic units of storage for an individual CDS
or other PADB document. The basic units of storage will be maintained in relational tables in the PADB,
and a common identifier must be provided to permit the units of storage for a particular element (RRT,
CDS, CDM, etc.) to be selected. Such identifiers will be unique, concise, and meaningful to the user.
At this time, it is anticipated that the LARP section number, possibly qualified by the type of element
(e.g., RRT, CDS, CDM, etc.) will serve as the record identifier. However, if unique internally generated
record identifiers are needed to satisfy the technical requirements of the system, those internal identifiers
will not be visible to the user, but will be automatically translated by the system to an external and userfriendly form when needed for display.

3.3.8

Parsing of Input Documents to Identify and Capture PADB Basic Units of
Storage

Parsing of the input formats into basic units of storage for PADB documents will be a semiautomated process in which a trained operator, such as the WSE&I secretary, interacts with a computer
program to positively identify individual data records and fields within the SRA input documents. Input
documents will be partially decomposed by a data parsing program and then displayed on a screen with
appropriate selection menus. The operator will use a mouse or other pointing device to highlight portions
of the text and select the appropriate unit of storage identifier from a pull-down menu. Following this
prompted parsing process, a program will check the parsed and identified units of storage for
completeness and consistency. Formatting errors will be highlighted and the operator will be prompted
to make corrections before the information can be entered in the PADB. In this way, basic units of
storage will be identified, validated, captured, and loaded into the PADB.

3.4

SYSTEM FUNCTION - TEXT PROCESSING AND PREPARATION
CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT CREATION AND MODIFICATION OF SRA
PRODUCTS

Word processing software will be the primary user interface when creating or updating SRA
products. The NRC and CNWRA technical staffs will employ word processing capabilities for the
creation and maintenance of SRA products. Therefore, it is very important for compatible word
processing to be available to all users. The NRC and CNWRA have standardized on a single word
processor. Copies of that software will be installed on all user platforms. Although multiple hardware
platforms are in use, the word processing files have a common format and can be readily exchanged
through file transfers. While different hardware platforms may employ incompatible internal data
representations, the file transfer mechanisms discussed in Section 3.6.2 perform any required data
transformations in a way which is transparent to the user. Thus, users of SUN, Macintosh, and PC
hardware can freely exchange word processing documents.
When SRA products are created or modified by the NRC and CNWRA technical staffs, these
products will be submitted to the PADB update process where they will be parsed into appropriate units
of storage and entered or updated in the database. These units of storage may subsequently be extracted
and made available to the technical staff, either to support update activities or to support creation of new
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materials. While standard word processing software is anticipated to be the primary interface for text
processing and preparation activities, the use of desktop publishing software products is also anticipated
to support specialized formatting and reporting requirements which are beyond the capabilities of the
word processing software.

3.5

SYSTEM FUNCTION - FLEXIBLE AND RESPONSIVE SYSTEM
SUPPORT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SRA REPORTS AND
REGULATORY PRODUCTS

Unlike more conventional systems where outputs are well-defined, PASS/PADB must be able
to support a wide variety of products that are expected to vary and evolve both in format and information
content. The full suite of required information products is not defined at this time, and any such definition
of information products may be expected to change in the future. Therefore, output requirements, which
normally drive the design of a database system, are a variable rather than a fixed factor in the system
design for PASS/PADB. All of the following are PASS/PADB reporting requirements for which support
is expected to be required:
* Regulatory Requirement Topic Reports
* Compliance Determination Strategy Reports
* Compliance Determination Method Reports
* License Application Review Plan Reports
* Various Other Reports Pertaining to Regulatory and Technical Uncertainties
* Currently Undefined Reports Drawing upon Results from the SRA Process
* QA Reports and Listings

3.5.1

Report Writer Capability

As discussed in Section 2.3, a generalized report generation capability is required to provide
flexibility in report preparation and formatting. The underlying concept of this facility is that both the
content and the formatting of the reports will be defined by means of specifications rather than by code
embedded in report programs. Specifications will be maintained in relational database tables to facilitate
modifications when the content or format of a report changes. Development and maintenance of the report
specification database tables will be done by the database administrator at the CNWRA.
DATA SELECTION SPECIFICATIONS. A relational table will be maintained that contains
multiple rows, defining each data selection specification. Information in this table will include the
specification name, source PADB table name, column name, and a sequence number. The sequence
number will be used to control the order in which information is retrieved from the PADB. The PADB
table name and column name in the specification will be used by the data extraction program to construct
and execute an appropriate SQL query for extracting the data from the PADB. Selected data will be
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formatted positionally and delimited with field separators. This permits the delimited data to be passed
to a word processing or desktop publishing facility for formatting, printing, or display.
Developing the data selection logic and storing it in a relational table permits efficient
management of the data content of reports. If the content of a report changes, only the data selection
specifications in the relational table need to be updated to implement the change. Furthermore, when
multiple reports are based on the same data content, but differ in the format or arrangement of the
information, a single set of data selection specifications can be used to support those reports.
DATA FORMATTING SPECIFICATIONS. A similar relational table will be maintained to
store the names of word processing formatting documents. These formatting documents will be combined
with extracted textual data to format and print user-specified reports. The relational table entry for a
report formatting specification will contain the name and location (i.e., the file name and path) of the
format file in the central format repository. These entries will be used to retrieve the formatting file and
pass it to the word processing software so that the selected text can be merged into the formatting
document.
STANDARD REPORT SPECIFICATIONS. To facilitate user selection of standard reports, a
relational table will be maintained that includes the data selection and data formatting specification names
associated with each standard report. The relational table for report specifications will consist of a list
of all specifications, including both formatting and data selection entries, required to produce each report.
Thus, each entry in this table will include the report name, a specification type flag (to distinguish format
specifications from data selection specifications), and the name of the specification. When the user
provides a standard report name, the system will retrieve all entries in the report table for that report.
In this way, a list of all of the required formatting and selection specifications can be constructed for the
desired report without further input from the user.

3.6

SYSTEM FUNCTION - USER CONNECTIVITY BETWEEN NRC AND
CNWRA STAFFS

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, SRA products will often be produced in a working group
environment where technical staff at the NRC collaborate with their counterparts at the CNWRA. This
working environment will be greatly facilitated by E-mail and electronic file transfers.

3.6.1

Electronic Mail Facilities

E-mail software will be installed on NRC and CNWRA user platforms and will be linked
through electronic mailboxes on the E-mail server. Although the NRC and CNWRA are utilizing different
E-mail systems, connectivity will be supported through E-mail gateways and electronic mailboxes. This
will permit transparent communication and file transfer between users at the NRC and CNWRA
regardless of the hardware platforms they are using.

3.6.2

File Transfer Facilities
The system will support file transfers between users in three ways.
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FILE SERVERS. Users who are connected through a LAN or WAN can access the same file
on a network file server. Thus, one user can place a file on the network file server disk and
notify the intended recipient of its location. Then the other user can access the file directly, and,
if necessary, save it on his own local hard disk. This approach to file transfers is convenient
and very fast, but it is rather public in nature. Anyone with access to the particular file server
disk has access to the file which is being transferred.
FILE TRANSFER THROUGH INTERNET USING FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL. The File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) software permits a user with appropriate passwords and access
permissions to either send or receive a file. The file may be located on a local disk or on a
network disk. This approach to file transfer is very efficient, however, it requires that access
be granted and passwords provided to another user.
ATTACHING FILES TO E-MAIL DOCUMENTS. File transfers between users will also be
supported by attaching files to E-mail documents. This will be the preferred method because
it is private and efficient. It has the added advantage of permitting the sender to use an attached
E-mail note to explain or comment on the file.

3.6.3

Access to Network File Servers

Because PASS/PADB must support multiple users at the NRC and CNWRA, it is important to
implement the system on a central facility such as a network file server which is accessible to all users.
Because of the diversity of hardware platforms to be supported both locally and remotely, a transparent
interface must be provided which permits diverse hardware/software environments to be supported. The
implementation will utilize the existing network at the CNWRA, supplemented by a database file server
which will be the host platform for the PADB relational and full-text repositories. The current NRC
Novell network will be connected to the CNWRA network through routers and an appropriate gateway
machine to provide access for NRC users of the system. Transparent communication between disparate
hardware and software platforms will be accomplished using Transmission Control Protocol / Internet
Protocol C(CP/IP) software.

3.7

EVALUATION OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS WITH REGARD TO SYSTEM
NEEDS

The general description of PASS/PADB in Chapter 2 described the basic design of the system.
This system design was further defined and elaborated by the system functions which were identified and
discussed earlier in this chapter. The extent to which these system functions are supportive of the
established system needs indicates the degree to which the proposed PASS/PADB system will be
successful in addressing the application. Therefore, the following sections address each of the system
functions in turn, and evaluate the degree to which each system function meets the system needs. A
summary of the evaluation of functions versus needs is found in Table 3-1 at the end of this section. The
bold text in each of the following paragraphs (e.g., Textual Data Repository) cross-references system
needs found in the rows in Table 3-1.
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3.7.1

Flexible Support to Input, Store, Manage, and Retrieve Textual Data in
Multiple Formats.

The PADB will include two primary data repositories that will be maintained and synchronized
to support full-text and relational database functionality. Textual data will be maintained in SQL relational
database tables, and will be extracted and presented in a variety of textual formats to meet user and
reporting requirements. Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in
multiple formats is highly supportive of the system need for a Textual Data Repository.
Information in the relational tables will also be maintained in a form which is suitable for fulltext search and retrieval. A standard format, containing all data fields, will be extracted from the SQL
relational database tables and loaded into the full-text repository to support search and retrieval functions.
Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple formats is highly
supportive of the system need for Full-Text Search and Retrieval.
The relational database will include tables to support configuration control of the PADB. When
records are updated, their status will be logged in these tables. The check-out and check-in processes will
also use these tables to control update access to records and to indicate the status of records which are
currently subject to maintenance activities. Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and
retrieve textual data in multiple formats is highly supportive of the system need for Data Management.
The system will include a capability to extract and format word processing documents in a
variety of formats from the relational database. Word Processor input to the PADB will also be supported
through the SRA input parsing and data validation processes. Therefore, flexible support to input, store,
manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple formats is highly supportive of the system need for Word
Processor Access/Compatibility.
Flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple formats is not
applicable to the system need for a Message/File Transfer Capability.
Full-text search and retrieval software will be used as a primary mechanism for identifying and
viewing information in the PADB. The relational database will support header-based searches and report
generation. The execution speed of queries is quite fast for most commercially available relational
database and full-text search software. Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve
textual data in multiple formats is highly supportive of the system need for System Response Time
Performance.

Anticipated PASSIPADB hardware requirements are consistent and compatible with NRC and
CNWRA configurations and plans. However, the requirement to maintain synchronized data repositories
will increase the levels of effort for system development and operation. Therefore, flexible support to
input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple formats is moderately supportive of the system
need to Minimize Impact on Computer Support Plans.
The relational database and full-text software which has been tested and evaluated is available
for a variety of hardware/software platforms, and is expected to be fully transportable to future system
configurations. Application code using the relational database will be machine-independent and
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transportable. Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple
formats is highly supportive of the system need for Compatibility With Upgrade Initiatives.
The capacity of the parallel relational and full-text repositories is limited only by the available
disk hardware. However, the need to maintain parallel data repositories will require considerably more
disk storage resources than would be required by a single data repository. While the size of the
repositories does not represent a major problem, it does impact the required resources for the file server.
Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple formats is
moderately supportive of the system need for Growth Potential.
The system will provide two alternate paths to much of the information in the PADB. For most
queries the user will employ the full-text search facilities to quickly identify the desired information.
More structured, header-based, queries will be supported through the relational database. Both types of
queries will be implemented under a GUI. Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and
retrieve' textual data in multiple formats is highly supportive of the system need for an effective and
friendly User Interface.

3.7.2

Text Processing and Preparation Capability to Support Creation and
Modification of SRA Products

Text processing and preparation capabilities will provide the primary method of creating and
updating SRA information in the PADB. Therefore, the text processing and preparation capability to
support creation and modification of SRA products is highly supportive of the system need for a Textual
Data Repository.
The text processing and preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA
products are not applicable to the system need for Full-Text Search and Retrieval.
Text processing and preparation capabilities, in combination with the check-in and check-out
processes will provide a mechanism control of the content and configuration of SRA information in the
PADB. Therefore, the text processing and preparation capability to support creation and modification of
SRA products is highly supportive of the system need for Data Management.
Text processing and preparation capabilities will require the use of common and compatible
word processing software to permit users to create and modify SRA products. Therefore, the text
processing and preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly
supportive of the system need for Word Processor Access/Compatibility.
The creation and modification of SRA products will usually involve cooperative work between
the NRC and CNWRA technical staffs. This will require routine and extensive use of E-mail and
electronic file transfers as the work products are developed and modified. Therefore, the text processing
and preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly supportive of
the system need for a Message/File Transfer Capability.
Most of the work associated with the creation and modification of SRA products will be
performed on the individual users' PCs or workstations using word processing software. This means that
these activities will not impose a significant load on the system as a whole. Therefore, the text processing
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and preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly supportive of
the system need for Systems Response Time Performance.
The NRC and CNWRA have adopted standard word processing and user connectivity software
which should support the text processing and preparation requirements in the future. Therefore, the text
processing and preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly
supportive of the system need to Minimize Impact on Computer Support Plans.
Standards for word processing software have been established at both the NRC and the
CNWRA. The planned utilization of commercially available word processing software is compatible with
this initiative. Therefore, the text processing and preparation capability to support creation and
modification of SRA products is highly supportive of the system need for Compatibility With Upgrade
Initiatives.
The word processing and text management facilities do not introduce any capacity constraints
other than the disk space required to store the data. Therefore, the text processing and preparation
capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly supportive of the system need
for Growth Potential.
The word processing software supporting the text processing and preparation capabilities will
utilize a GUI and will permit flexible cut-and-paste operations. Therefore, the text processing and
preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly supportive of the
system need for an effective User Interface.

3.7.3

Flexible and Responsive System Support for the Production of SRA Reports
and Regulatory Products

The report writer system component will be the primary vehicle for extracting printed materials
from the PADB. User requests will be satisfied by accessing, combining, and formatting textual units of
storage from relational database tables in the PADB. Therefore, flexible and responsive system support
for the production of SRA reports and regulatory products is highly supportive of the system need for
creation, maintenance, and utilization of a Textual Data Repository.
Flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and regulatory
products is not applicable to the system need for Full-Text Search & Retrieval.
The report writer will provide the mechanism for standardization and configuration control of
SRA output products. Therefore, flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA
reports and regulatory products is highly supportive of the system need for Data Management.
The report writer will have the capability to extract, assemble, and export standard SRA
products as word processing files. These word processing files can be used by technical staff in SRA
maintenance or product creation activities. Therefore, flexible and responsive system support for the
production of SRA reports and regulatory products is highly supportive of the system need for Word
Processing Access / Compatibility.
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Flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and regulatory
products is not applicable to the system need for a Message/File Transfer Capability.
The report writer facility will require slightly more processing and database resources than a
comparable suite of custom-written report programs. However, the ability to rapidly specify new
reporting formats will result in a system which is very responsive to changing user requirements.
Therefore, flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and regulatory
products is moderately supportive of the system need for Systems Response Time Performance.
The flexibility of the report writer significantly reduces the development effort which would
otherwise be required to meet changing reporting requirements (see Section 2.3). Because the report
writer is controlled by specification records in relational database tables rather than by hard-coded
instructions in report programs, the difficulty of accommodating changes in the formats and/or contents
of reports will be significantly reduced. Over the life of the system, this saving in ongoing development
and maintenance resources is expected to be significant. Therefore, flexible and responsive system support
for the production of SRA reports and regulatory products is highly supportive of the system need to
Minimize Impact on Computer Support Plans.
Report definition, data selection, and formatting specifications will be maintained in a machineindependent manner in SQL database tables. This means that upgrade initiatives can readily be
accommodated without disrupting the report writer facility. When equipment or software upgrades occur
they can be accommodated by transporting the report writer code and the SQL relational database tables
to the new platform. Therefore, flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports
and regulatory products is highly supportive of the system need for Compatibility With Upgrade
Initiatives.
Flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and regulatory
products is not applicable to the system need for Growth Potential.
Standard and non-standard reports will be predefined by the database administrator in a way
which will permit users to select them directly from the user interface through structured pull-down
menus. The user will be able to access a report group and then indicate his selection of the desired
format. Therefore, flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and
regulatory products is highly supportive of the system need for an effective and friendly User Interface.
3.7.4

User Connectivity Between NRC and CNWVRA Staffs

User connectivity facilities provide primary support for working group environments in which
CNWRA and NRC technical staffs collaborate in the production or maintenance of textual SRA products.
These working group activities are expected to have increasing importance in the future as NRC and
CNWRA staffs work together in the production CDSs and CDMs. Therefore, user connectivity between
NRC and CNWRA staffs is highly supportive of the system need for a Textual Data Repository.
User connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs is not applicable to the system need for
Full-Text Search and Retrieval.
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Check-in and check-out processes, along with other data management procedures will permit
widely dispersed, authorized users to obtain access to SRA products for maintenance. The user who
obtains such access to SRA materials assumes responsibility for them during the period of maintenance.
If the maintenance is being performed in a group work environment, other members of the working group
may obtain access to the materials from the principal user, either through electronic file transfers or by
placing the materials in an accessible location on a shared file server disk. When update of the materials
has been completed, the principal user who checked the materials out of the PADB will submit them to
the check-in procedure so that the PADB can be updated. Therefore, user connectivity between NRC and
CNWRA staffs is highly supportive of the system need for Data Management.
The system will support standard word processing facilities on all user hardware/software
platforms. Because all platforms use a common word processing file format, and the system automatically
resolves incompatibilities in hardware data representations, user connectivity at the word processing level
will be maintained for all hardware platforms. Therefore, user connectivity between NRC and CNWRA
staffs is highly supportive of the system need for Word Processor Access/Compatibility.
User connectivity facilities, implemented through E-mail and electronic file transfer capabilities,
facilitate exchange and sharing of evolving work products among collaborating staffs at the NRC and
CNWRA. Therefore, user connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs is highly supportive of the
system need for Message / File Transfer Capability.
User connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs is not applicable to the system need for
Systems Response Time Performance.
User connectivity will be implemented through commercially available connectivity, E-mail and
file transfer software. This connectivity software is compatible with existing and planned facilities at the
NRC. Compatibility between the proposed CNWRA E-mail facilities and those of the NRC will be
accomplished through "post offices" between the two E-mail systems. Therefore, user connectivity
between NRC and CNWRA staffs is highly supportive of the system need to Minimize Impact on
Computer Support Plans.
The use of commercially available software to implement user connectivity facilities permits the
system to respond to upgrade initiatives without major disruption or incompatibilities. Therefore, user
connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs is highly supportive of the system need for Compatibility
With Upgrade Initiatives.
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Table 3-la.

System functions versus system needs

FUNCTIONS

j

NEEDS
Textual Data
Repository

Tct Processing and Preparation
Capability to Support Creation
and Modification of SRA
Products

Flexble and Responsive Syiesn
Support for the Production of
SRA Reports and Regulatory
Products

HIGH
Textual materials can be
configured in multiple formats.

HIGH
The text processing and
preparation facilities will provide
primaly support creation and enty
of SRA products into the tetunal
data

HIGH
It provides flexible user access
to teaxtal
materuls.

N/A

N/A

N/A

HIGH
Text processing and preparation
capabilities in combiation with
check-in and check-out are the
basis for control of the PADB.

HIGH
It supports control
of variable report contents and
formats.

HIGH
It will permit users to better
control product development in
a working group environment
through Check-out and Check-in

_ _ _ __

Full-Teot Search &
Retrieval

User Connectivity Between
NRC and CNWRA Staf

Flexible Suppoet to Inpit, Store,
Mana,
and Retrieve Tetuall
Data In Multiple Formats

_

_

_

_

~~~~~~~~reporntoiy._

HIGH
Full-teU retriaval i supported
thrugh the maintenance of a
AWl datbas

HIGH
It provides support for a
wodnig group environment for
development of SRA products.
_

_

_

_

%iich is paralW

to the reintional database.
HIGH
Configuration and access control
are supported by the SQL database
through check-out and check-in
processes.

Data
Management

_______
__ ______
___ _______
_______
_______

Word Processor
Access /
Compatibility

Messge / Fle
Transfer Capability

______

_______

______processes.

HIGH
Direct input from word processor
documents is supported through
the input paraing and data
validation processes.

HIGH
Text Procming and preparation
capabilities is based upon word
processing softvare.

HIGH
It supports the ability to
extract files for word processing
Use.

HIGH
System permits input, output
and sbring of word processing
files among distributed uwer on
different hardware / software
platforms.

N/A

HIGH
Development and modification of
SRA products vill usually involve
cooperative work between NRC
and CNWRA technical staffs. This
involves the Ue of E-mail and
electronic file trasfers.

N/A

HIGH
Files and comments are freely
exchanged between working
group members by mesns of Email and electronic file
trinsfera.

HIGH

Function is HIGHLY supportive of the need.

MODERATE

Function is MODERATELY supportive of the need.

POOR

Function provides LIITLE OR NO support for the need.

N/A

Function is NOT APPLICABLE to the need.

As the system grows and expands, additional users will need to be connected and given access
to the system. This process is quite straightforward, and can be accomplished without disruption due to
the use of standard TCP/IP software as the primary vehicle for user connectivity. Therefore, user
connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs is highly supportive of the system need for Growth
Potential.
The use of E-mail facilities as the primary means of implementing file transfers simplifies the
user interface by not requiring the user to deal with multiple protocols, interfaces, and operating system
environments. The user simply attaches a file to be transferred to an E-mail note and sends it to the
desired addressee. Therefore, user connectivity between NRC and CNWRA makes it possible for the
staffs to use their own E-mail system and therefore is highly supportive of the system need for an
effective User Interface.
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Table 3-lb. System functions versus system needs
Flible and Responsive System
Support fr the Production of
SRA Reports and Regulatory
Products

User Connectivity Between
NRC and CNWRA Staffs

Flexible Support to Inpst, Store,
Manage, and Retrieve Texral
Data in Multiple Formats

Text Processing and preparation
Capability to Support Creation
and Modification ot SRA
Products

Syst
Re e
Time Perfonn

HIGH
Fast retrieval and query processing
is supported through the full-test
search facilities,

HIGH
The creation and modification of
SRA products will be performed
on individusl users' PCs and
worktations using word
processing softwr. System
performance is aot be degraded by
thee activities.

MODERATE Report generation
will be reiatively
slow but development of new
reports will be fast.

Mintnize Impact on
Cesnphter Support
Plans

MODERATE
The required levels of
programming and opertiona
effort are increased by the need to
maintan s hried parallel data

HIGH
The use of standard word
processing and user connectivity
softwre miimizsimpact an
computer support plans.

HIGH
Development effort required to
meet new reporting requirements
is reduced,

HIGH
The major text and database
processors, and the applications
which use them, will be machine
independent

HIGH
Complies with exting word
processing standards,

HIGH
Report pecifications will be
machine independent.

HIGH
The use of standard connectivity
softwre provides compatibility
with future hardware / software
congrations

Growth
potential

MODERATE
Database managers will support
capacities which are limited only
by the available disk space, but the
parallel repositories require
mcreased disk resources.

HIGH
No capacity limitations are
anticipated other than disk storage
requiremens.

N/A

HIGH
Additiouul users can be added
without disruption to the system.

User
Interface

HIGH
The full-test search and relational
GUb provide alternate ways for
the users to access the system.

HIGH
Word processing software supports
GUIs and cut-and-paste
capabilities.

HIGH
Reports cm be selected directly
through the GUI and pull-down
menus,

HIGH
Use of E-mail facilities for file
transfer avoids the user having
to deod with multiple interfaces.

FUNC1IIONS

NEEDS

N/A

HIGH

User connectivity is compatibl
with NRC and CNWRA systems
and plans.

repositories.
Ceonpatiblity
With Upgrade
Initiatives

HIGH

Function is HIGHLY supportive of the need.

MODERATE

Function is MODERATELY supportive of the need.

POOR

Function provides LITTLE OR NO support for the need.

N/A

Function is NOT APPLICABLE to the need.

3.8

SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS

While the four system functions just delineated provide the general operability for PASS/PADB,
a set of constraints is needed to focus the design so as to closely adhere to certain of the established
needs.
The PASS/PADB information flow and structure, described in Chapter 2, is also subject to three
constraints in its implementation:
* ENHANCE USABILITY OF THE SYSTEM THROUGH THE USE OF GRAPHICAL
USER INTERFACES. Support for analysis and review of PADB materials will require the
implementation of standard GUIs so that multiple documents may be viewed concurrently
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and font and window sizes which are appropriate to the displayed documents may be selected
by the user.
* USE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SOFTWARE WHERE PRUDENT IN DESIGN.
Full-text search and retrieval capabilities will be implemented for all subsets of the PADB,
including the SRA products and regulations. An SQL-compliant relational database will be
implemented to store units of storage in the PADB. A GUI development toolkit will be used
to support development of custom client code.
* COMPLY WITH STANDARDS (OPEN SYSTEM AND SQL) TO ENSURE CURRENT
AND FUTURE COMPATIBILITY. The proposed system will be implemented in way which
conforms to the POSIX standard for open systems and SQL standards to support a wide
diversity of present and anticipated hardware and software configurations, and ensure
compatibility of the PADB with current and future SQL database syntax. Standardized and
extensible gateways and connectivity approaches will be implemented to permit smooth and
consistent integration of diverse operating environments and networks.

3.9

SYSTEM CONSTRAINT - ENHANCE USABILITY OF THE SYSTEM
THROUGH THE USE OF GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES

As discussed in Section 1.2.5, analysis and review of textual materials frequently requires that
portions of a document be compared or cross-referenced with other materials. Therefore, it is important
to be able to view and compare multiple documents concurrently. Current software technology supports
this capability through the presentation of multiple windows in a GUI. The GUI provides a separate
window for each textual document and the user can move and re-size the windows to make several textual
documents visible on the display screen. The focus or selection of which of several windows is currently
active is controlled by the user through a mouse or other pointing device. If a window is hidden or
partially covered by another window, the user can make it visible by selecting it with the mouse. In
addition to supporting multiple windows, there are several GUI features which are particularly significant
for the PASS/PADB system.

3.9.1

Vertical and Horizontal Scrolling of Textual Data Within Windows

The GUI must support vertical and horizontal scrolling of textual data within a display window.
This is normally accomplished through the use of scroll bar indicators, which can be positioned either
through the cursor and PgUp/PgDn keys or through the use on a mouse or other pointing device.
Scrolling is important because it permits the user to view large textual documents without being
constrained by a requirement to move in full page increments. By positioning the scroll bar appropriately,
it is possible to move quickly to any point in the textual data and then move line-by-line or page-by-page
without losing sight of the context.

3.9.2

Variable Font and Window Sizes

In many instances the width of the textual data may exceed the 80 character width limitation
which was typical of older technology display screens. Current software technology permits selection of
appropriate window sizes and text fonts so that textual information can usually be viewed without
horizontal scrolling or line wrapping.
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3.9.3

Support for Graphical Images Such as Equations, Formulae, Charts, and
Pictures

Many textual documents include graphical images such as pictures, charts, equations and
formulae. These graphical images are not textual in nature, but are normally stored as bit-mapped images
in separate files. It is important that any display capability be able to access and display such images in
a smooth and consistent manner. Because the display of such graphic images is usually a relatively slow
process, word processors and full-text processors normally indicate their presence, but only display them
upon request.

3.9.4

Cut-and-Paste Facilities

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, the creation of SRA products frequently builds upon and
incorporates parts of other documents. GUIs support this process through cut-and-paste facilities. The
user is able to select a document in one window, highlight the desired text, and then copy that text into
another window. In this way, the user can create a working document which incorporates blocks of text
from many other documents. The PASS/PADB GUI interface must permit cut-and-paste operations to
copy text from either full-text or relational database displays into a working document.

3.10

SYSTEM CONSTRAINT - USE COMMERCIALLY
SOFTWARE WHERE PRUDENT IN DESIGN

AVAILABLE

In order to achieve the best utilization of resources while expediting the implementation of
PASS/PADB, it is very desirable to use commercially available software, where possible. The specific
application requirements of PASS/PADB preclude finding commercial software capable of supporting the
entire system, but major functional areas can be addressed through appropriate, commercially available,
software packages.

3.10.1 Use of Commercially Available, Off-the-Shelf, Database Software
The use of commercially available database software is feasible and supported by the experience
1.0 and Version 2.0 implementations, where SQL-DS was used as the database software
the
Version
of
on the mainframe. The new implementation of PASS/PADB will be based on a CS open system design.
Commercially available, SQL compliant, database software will be obtained and installed on a centralized
network server. Client application code to support interactive and ad hoc queries will be accessed from
workstation platforms. Due to the specific nature of the application and its dependency on the structure
of the relational database tables, the application code that uses the relational database will be developed
in-house using standard and highly portable programming languages, such as the C programming
language. Relational database capabilities provided by the database server will be accessed through a
suitable API, called from application programs.

3.10.2 Use of Commercially Available, Off-The-Shelf, Retrieval Software
The approach of using off-the-shelf commercially available software products to perform the
document search and retrieval functions is very promising, but it introduces several design considerations:
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* REQUIREMENT TO PARSE AND FORMAT DATA BEFORE ENTRY INTO A FULLTEXT SEARCH SYSTEM. Full-text data must generally be parsed and formatted with
unique field identifiers before such data can be entered into a full-text search and retrieval
system. This means that the Input process must have sufficient capabilities to identify
significant fields and reformat them for entry into a full-text database.

* REQUIREMENT TO SEGMENT LARGE DOCUMENTS. Commercially available full-text
search and retrieval software is usually designed to work best with large numbers of
relatively small documents. When the document size is very large, search performance
suffers and retrieval of the document for display may be rather slow. Therefore, large
documents typically need to be segmented into chapters or sections before loading so that
retrieval and display performance can be optimized.
* LIMITATION ON THE LENGTH OF FIXD-FIELD DATA. Full-text search software
frequently has limitations on the size of fixed-field data, other than the primary document
display field, that are being used for header-type searches within the full-text system. For
example, one product being evaluated has a limitation of 1,024 characters on the length of
data fields. In the proposed design, text fields are not fixed fields and therefore these field
length limitations do not present a problem. Fixed-fields are not expected to be used
extensively in the hill-text system other than for headings and topics.
* SELECTION LIST LIMITATIONS. It is important that the selection list provide enough
information to permit the user to positively Identify the document before retrieving it for
display. In some full-text search software, the resulting selection list is limited to a single
line per document.
3.103 Use of Commercially Available, Off-the-Shelf, Program Development Tools
The use of commercially available program development software tools is desirable In order to
increase productivity, reduce development and testing time, and standardize user Interfaces. Development
tools used in the implementation of PASS/PADB should fully support a standard GUI as well as operating
system facilities appropriate to the client workstation platform. Common subroutines and functions are
cataloged as modules in development libraries to increase reliability and programmer productivity.
3.11

SYSTEM CONSTRAINT - COMPLY WITH STANDARDS (OPEN
SYSTEM AND SQL) TO ENSURE CURRENT AND FUTURE
COMPATIBILITY

The proposed system will be Implemented In a way which complies with two major standards
to ensure current and future compatibility:
*SQL. The structured query language Is a database language created by IMM Corp. and the
University of California that provides an implementation independent language for
controlling a database management system. SQL allows the user to manage data in the
database as tables of data, independent of the structure that the database management system
uses to store the data. Standardization of SQL is provided by a Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS).
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* OPEN SYSTEM. An open system is a system where applications are Implemented such that
the system components can be replaced with hardware and/or software from another vendor
with minimal impact on the application. The system may provide hardware independence,
software independence, database independence, or a combination thereof. Hardware
independence can be accomplished by using hardware in a UNIX operating system
environment. Software independence can be achieved by using the UNIX operating system
to provide a standard GUI (e.g. Motif) to the application software. Database independence
can be achieved by using an SQL database management system.
The proposed system will be Implemented within open system and SQL computer Industry
standards in a distributed PC-based environment and the current SRA data (e.g. CDSs) will be migrated
from the present word processing files to the new environment. All user interfaces will employ a standard
GUI and the look and feel of the application will be maintained across all platforms.
The server functions will include the following:
* Support of the full-text search and retrieval server code
* Support of the relational database retrieval and update code
All user Interface and display formatting will be supported on the individual user PC or
workstation platforms. These functions will include the following:
* Support for the full-text client code
* Support for all user Interface code pertaining to database query transactions
* Support for all user interface code pertaining to data input and update control transactions
* Support for all user interface code pertaining to record check-in, check-out, and data
maintenance transactions
* Support for all GUI, data formatting, and reporting code

3.12

EVALUATION OF SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS WITH REGARD TO
SYSTEM NEEDS

Similar to Section 3.7, the established needs also raise the requirement for certain constraints
to limit the design and focus the functions for a proper implementation of the PASS/PADB system. The
following sections address each constraint and evaluate the level to which each supports the system needs.
A summary of the evaluation of constraints versus needs Is found in Table 3-2 at the end of this section.
The bold text in each of the following paragraphs (e.g., Textual Data Repository) cross-references
system needs found In the rows in Table 3-2.
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3.12.1 Enhance Usability of the System Through the Use of a Graphic User
Interface
A GUI development toolkit will be used to implement a prompted data entry/validation process.
This will permit an operator to accept word processing input files and parse the information into
appropriate units of storage for the PADB. Therefore, enhancing usability of the system through the use
of GUIs is highly supportive of the system need for a Textual Data Repository.
Commercially available full-text search and retrieval software packages utilize GUIs to facilitate
formulation of queries and to view results. The ability to view multiple documents concurrently in
separate windows enhances the user's ability to compare materials from different sources. Therefore,
enhancing usability of the system through the use of GUIs is highly supportive of the system need for
Full-Text Search and Retrieval.
A GUI development toolkit will be employed in the development of all custom application code
for the relational database. This will permit the custom code to have a look and feel which is similar to
the user interface of commercially available software. The use of an effective GUI will be particularly
important for relational database application code supporting header-based searches and data management
facilities, such as the check-out and check-in processes. Therefore, enhancing usability of the system
through the use of GUIs is highly supportive of the system need for Data Management.
Word processing capabilities will be widely used in support of the preparation and maintenance
of SRA products. These activities frequently involve preparing documents which incorporate or build on
materials from other documents. Therefore an effective cut-and-paste capability is a fundamental
requirement of the system. A full-featured GUI permits cut-and-paste operations to be performed between
different applications, such as full-text search displays, relational database displays, and word processing
documents. Therefore, enhancing the usability of the system through the use of GUIs is highly supportive
of the system need for Word Processor Access/Compatibility.
Enhancing usability of the system through the use of GUIs is not applicable to the system need
for a Message/File Transfer Capability.
The code supporting the GUI functions runs on the user's PC or workstation, rather than on a
central processing facility. Such GUI functions are highly responsive to the user and do not degrade
overall system performance. Therefore, enhancing usability of the system through the use of GUIs is
highly supportive of the system need for Systems Response Time Performance.
GUIs have superior capabilities for prompting and guiding relatively inexperienced users. Once
the basic concepts of the GUI are understood, the user can normally utilize them throughout an
application with little or no assistance. Extensive help facilities also contribute to a reduced requirement
for user training. Therefore, enhancing the usability of the system through the use of GUIs is highly
supportive of the system need to Minimize Impact on Computer Support Plans.
GUI development toolkits permit custom application code to be developed which is independent
of the hardware/software platform on which the code will be used. All of the code related to the user
interface is implemented as function calls to standard libraries. By using different function libraries, the
application code can be quickly adapted to a wide variety of hardware/software platforms. In this way,
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applications developed with GUI toolkits can readily accommodate upgrade initiatives. Therefore,
enhancing usability of the system through the use of GUIs is highly supportive of the system need for
Compatibility With Upgrade Initiatives.
GUIs keep a system open-ended by facilitating the addition of new applications as they are
developed without disrupting the look and feel of the entire set of applications. Therefore, enhancing the
usability of the system through the use of GUIs is highly supportive of the system need for Growth
Potential.
GUIs permit users to interact with applications in a very friendly and effective manner. The GUI
permits users to select desired options with a mouse or other pointing device. Complex sets of options
are presented to the user in a simplified manner through pull-down menus. Data entry is accomplished
in scrollable entry windows, and results are presented in display windows which the user can move and
re-size. Thus, whether implemented for custom applications or commercially available software packages,
GUIs provide a very user-friendly environment and interface. Therefore, enhancing usability of the
system through the use of GUIs is highly supportive of the system need for an effective User Interface.

3.12.2 Use Commercially Available Software Where Prudent in Design
SQL-compliant relational database software will be acquired and installed to support the creation
and maintenance of SRA products. The relational database software will support limited ad hoc queries
and will interface to custom application code, which will be implemented to support the textual data
repository. Therefore, the use of commercially available software where prudent in design is highly
supportive of the system need for a Textual Data Repository.
Full-Text search and retrieval software will be acquired to provide a generalized capability to
find and view information in the PADB. Implementation of this functionality is not expected to require
extensive development of custom code. Therefore, the use of commercially available software where
prudent in design is highly supportive of the system need for Full-Text Search and Retrieval.
The relational database will provide essential tools and a suitable environment to support data
management needs, but development of custom code tailored to the application will be required.
Therefore, the use of commercially available software where prudent in design is moderately supportive
of the system need for Data Management.
Full-featured word processing capabilities can be implemented through commercially available
software, that will run on all proposed workstation platforms. Word processing files produced on different
workstation platforms have a common file format and can be interchanged with users in different
hardware/software environments. This means that users can work cooperatively and exchange textual
work products without being concerned about their respective hardware/software configurations.
Therefore, the use of commercially available software where prudent in design is highly supportive of
the system need for Word Processor Access/Compatibility.
Widely used, standard software is available for E-mail and system connectivity functions. This
software will run on all anticipated hardware/software platforms. E-mail facilities will be used to support
the exchange of electronic messages, with or without attached files, between users at the NRC and
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CNWRA. Therefore, the use of commercially available software where prudent in design is highly
supportive of the system need for a Message/File Transfer Capability.
Software for full-text search and SQL database functions will form the primary mechanism for
user access to information in the PADB. An evaluation of available software packages indicates that
performance will meet or exceed system requirements. Therefore, the use of commercially available
software where prudent in design is highly supportive of the system need for Systems Response Time
Performance.

Commercially available software for major system components will provide a significant part
of the basic system functionality. This software will run on the anticipated hardware/software platforms,
but it is expected to be rather resource intensive. Therefore, it may accelerate the requirement for
upgrades as the loads on the system, and particularly the file servers, increase. Consequently, the use of
commercially available software where prudent in design is moderately supportive of the system need to
Minimize Impact on Computer Support Plans.
Commercial software which is available on multiple platforms will be used as the nucleus for
much of the system functionality. Connectivity software will be utilized to permit access through the NRC
and CNWRA networks to all anticipated hardware/software platforms. As long as hardware/software
upgrades are accomplished within the set of supported environments, they can be accommodated by
converting to new versions of the software and porting the data. Therefore, the use of commercially
available software where prudent in design is highly supportive of the system need for Compatibility
With Upgrade Initiatives.
Software components, that will be acquired and integrated in the PASS/PADB system do not
impose major constraints on the growth of the system. The relational database can be expanded
indefinitely by creating additional database spaces. The full-text repository is organized into multiple
partitions to permit system performance to be maintained as the size of the repository increases. In
general, the capacity of the system is limited only by available machine resources and these are readily
expanded. Therefore, the use of commercially available software where prudent in design is highly
supportive of the system need for Growth Potential.
Many commercially available software packages employ GUIs that permit users to interact
rapidly and effectively with the computer application. The ability to view multiple windows concurrently
and quickly select options contributes significantly to the usability of such software. Therefore, many
commercially available software packages provide such user-friendly GUIs to enhance the productivity
of the user and minimize requirements for training. When custom application code must be implemented,
a commercially available GUI development tool can be used to support development applications with
full-featured GUIs. Therefore, the use of commercially available software where prudent in design is
highly supportive of the system need for an effective User Interface.

3.12.3 Comply with Standards (Open System and SQL) to Ensure Current and
Future Compatibility
Users of the PASS/PADB system will be connected in local area networks at the NRC and
CNWRA. These networks, in turn, will be interconnected through routers and gateways. Thus, the file
server containing the PADB textual data repository will be available to all authorized users of the system.
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Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly supportive of the
system need for a Textual Data Repository.
Commercially available full-text search and retrieval software employs a CS approach in which
the processing load is distributed between the server machine and the client workstation. This design
permits the application to take advantage of the resources of multiple processors for improved
performance. Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly
supportive of the system need for Full-Text Search and Retrieval.
The design of PASS/PADB includes a central file server which functions as the platform for
the relational database and full-text data repositories. The database and full-text software accesses these
centralized data repositories though client requester programs on the workstations that interact with the
centralized database and full-text server code. Maintaining centralized data repositories in this manner,
which are accessible to multiple workstations, makes it possible to implement effective access and control
processes. Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly supportive
of the system need for Data Management.
Full-featured word processing capabilities will be implemented on multiple hardware/software
platforms. The word processing software uses a common file format, but the internal representation of
the data varies from machine to machine. Thus, the diversity of the computing environment adds
complexity because different machines use different methods of representing data. When files are
transferred between such disparate machines, the system software will automatically and transparently
reformat the data so that fundamental hardware differences will not prevent information interchange.
Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly supportive of the
system need for Word Processor Access/Compatibility.
System connectivity functions will be implemented using TCP/IP and FTP. This software will
run on all anticipated hardware/software platforms. The E-mail application will take advantage of this
system connectivity software and will be used to support the exchange of electronic messages and files
between users at the NRC and CNWRA. Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL
standards is highly supportive of the system need for a Message/File Transfer Capability.
Application code within the PASS/PADB system will be based upon a CS approach. This will
permit server functions such as relational database queries to be performed on dedicated server machines,
while client functions such as the user interface and information display will be performed on the user
workstations. This approach balances and distributes computing requirements over a large number of
machines and contributes to improved system performance. Therefore, the constraint to comply with open
system and SQL standards is highly supportive of the system need for Systems Response Time
Performance.
The current and anticipated computer support plans for the NRC and CNWRA call for PCs and
workstations connected in local area networks. The networks, in turn, can be interconnected through
routers and gateways to provide wide-area access. These plans correspond very well with the proposed
open system design of the PASS/PADB system. Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system
and SQL standards is highly supportive of the system need to Minimize Impact on Computer Support
Plans.
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Table 3-2a. System constraints versus system needs
CONSTRAINTS

Enhance Usability of the Syatem
Through the Use or GUI

NEEDS

J

Use Commercialy Available
Software Where Prudent In
Design

Cemply with Standards (Open
Syatem and SQL) to Ensure
Current and Future
Cenpatibility

Texua Data
Repository

HIGH
The GUI will permit development
of prompted input data pinning
processes.

HIGH
HIGH
The LAN/WAN network file
SQL-compliant dabase software
server will permit all users to
wil permit storage and retrieval of
access common data and full-text
SRA products.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ re~~~~~~~~~epsiores.

Full-Text Search &
Retrieval

HIGH
The fillext search facilite
full GUI interface.

HIGH
Powerful full-text search and
retrieval capabilities can be
implemented through commercially
available software without much
custom code.

HIGH
The full-text software is based
upon a CS design.

use a

Data
Management

HIGH
GUI tools will permit
implementation of user-friendly
header searches and data
management processes.

MODERATE
The SQL databe supports data
control fimuctios, but some
application code is required.

HIGH
CS design permits centralized
control of data.

Word Procor
Access /
Con1ptibility

HIGH
The GUI interface will support
Cut-and-pade operations.

HIGH
Powerful, ommercielly available
word processing capabilities are
used across diveree platforms.

HIGH
The system supports automatic
transformation of data formats
between different hardware

platforms.
Mee
/ File
Transfer Capability

N/A

HIGH
Standard, off-the-shelf software is
used to handle file transfere and Emadlfunctions across diverse
platforms.

HIGH

Constraint is HIGHLY supportive of the need.

MODERATE

Constraint is MODERATELY supportive of the need.

POOR

Constraint provides LITTLE OR NO support for the need.

N/A

Constraint is NOT APPLICABLE to the need.

HIGH
The system hea extensive
connectivity and rile sharing,
and file transfer capabilities.

In a CS environment, the client application code communicates with the server through a set
of protocols and conventions called the application interface. This means that the client and server
applications are largely independent and do not need to be implemented in the same hardware/software
environment. When system upgrades are required, they may be implemented without disturbing the entire
system. The client programs do not need to be aware that the hardware platform for the server has been
upgraded and changed. Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly
supportive of the system need for Compatibility With Upgrade Initiatives.
CS designs are well suited to smooth, incremental expansion of system capacity because user
platforms and servers can be expanded or reconfigured independently. When a particular user requires
additional computing or storage resources, his platform can be changed without affecting the rest of the
system. Similarly, servers can be upgraded without disruption to the client platforms. Therefore, the
constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly supportive of the system need for
Growth Potential.
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Table 3-2b. System constraints versus system needs
CONSTRAINTS

Ehance Usblity or the System

Use Commercisy Avallabl.

Through the Use at GUIs

Soft
Desig

NEEDS

Where Prudent in

Cmnply wih Standrd

(Open

Syn and SQL) to Ensure
Curat and Futu
Conpatibilky

Systems Response
Time Perfornance

HIGH
The GUI code rum an the user's
platform and does rat degrade
system performance.

HIGH
nce of commercialy
Tbe perf
available full-text and SQL
database softure mects or
excede system perfo

HIGH
The processing Iced of
applications is partly distributed
to the worksation platforms.

expectations.

Minimie Impact on
Canputer Support
Plans

HIGH
A GUI requires less training and
a.sssiance, paricuihrly when
developing addititml applications,

MODERATE
Commerclfly available software
m
for major system componn
on anticipated configuratias but
may be
iourceintensive,

HIGH
The open system mplementation
ts compatible with existing and
planned CNWRA and NRC
office automation environments.

Compatibllty
With Upgrade
Iniiatives,

HIGH
GUI tooldts permit development
of applications which will work an
multiple hardware and software
platforms,

HIGH
Commercially available software
provides compatibility and/or
connectivity between comparable
facilites at the CNWRA and
NRC.

HIGH
The client and server platforms
can be upgraded independently
without disrupting the toal
system.

Growth
potential

HIGH
GUIs keep a system open-ded by
facililating the addition of new
applications as they are developed,

HIGH
Commercially available software
supports anticipated growth.

HIGH
Individual client and server
platforms can be individually
configured to address icres ed
capacity requirements.

User
Interface

HIGH
The GUI Interface pVides a user'
friendly and effective user
interface,

HIGH
Sandard ue interface for the
full-text search and GUI permit
development of applications with

HIGH
The client applicat;i
is resident
on the worksttion and is more
responsive to the user's actions.

user-friendly i
HIGH

Consaint is HIGHLY supportive of the need.

MODERATE

Constrint is MODERATELY supporti

POOR

Constraint provides LITTLE OR NO support for the need.

N/A

Constraint is NOT APPLICABLE to the need.

of the need.

In a CS environment, the user interface functions are resident on the individual PCs or
workstations. This means that the full resources of these distributed machines are available to support user
interface functionality. As a result, the CS environment makes it possible to implement highly functional
and responsive user interfaces. Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards
is highly supportive of the system need for an effective User Interface.
3.13

SUMMARY

The proposed design for PASS/PADB with the functions and constraints as described herein,
is highly supportive of the overall system needs. Therefore, the proposed system should appropriately
address the requirements of the application.
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4 PASS/PADB SYSTEM CRITERIA
The next step in the design, following the development and analysis of the functions and constraints to
ensure operational fidelity, based on the documented needs, is the establishment of system criteria. These
criteria provide the selection and refinement basis for differentiating among three competing alternative
options in the design. This chapter ends by recommending a preferred option based on level of
satisfaction of these system criteria.

4.1

PASS SYSTEM CRITERIA

The foregoing analysis of system functions and constraints versus system needs established that
the proposed design for PASS/PADB will meet the requirements of the application. However, the design
of the system must be evaluated in terms of criteria so that an appropriate implementation alternative may
be selected for the system. Therefore, the following system criteria have been defined which will be used
as a basis for selecting and refining the implementation approach for the PASS/PADB system.
* Ability to Support Functions. The system must be able to support the defined set of
functions in an acceptable manner so that the system needs will be satisfied. Implementation
alternatives which cannot support system functions should be rejected.
* Flexibility and Expandability to New Applications. PASS/PADB has never been a static
system. On the contrary, it has progressed through several implementations as programmatic
and user requirements have evolved. Therefore, flexibility and expandability are important
criteria to permit the system to support new applications and respond to new requirements.
* Ease of Portability Among Platforms. The period of time during which PASS/PADB has
evolved has been marked by far-reaching changes in hardware and software technology.
New capabilities are rapidly emerging, and improved technology can be expected in the
future. Therefore, it is important that the PASS/PADB system be as machine-independent
as possible, and easily portable between hardware/software platforms.

* Response for Network Loading. PASS/PADB will be a highly interactive system.
Therefore, the ability of the system to respond rapidly to user queries is an important
criteria. As the utilization of PASS/PADB increases, it will be important for the degree of
network loading to be controlled so that system response time will be acceptable. Thus, the
system must accommodate growth, both in terms of the size of the data repositories and in
the number of users accessing that data, without significantly degrading system response
time.

4.2

EVALUATION

OF

PASS/PADB

FUNCTIONS

VERSUS

SYSTEM

CRITERIA
When the general system description and associated functions and constraints of PASS/PADB,
as described in Chapters 2 and 3, are analyzed with respect to the system criteria, several characteristics
of the system emerge which have direct bearing on the implementation strategy. Therefore, the following
sections address each of the system functions in turn, and evaluate the degree to which each may be
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implemented in a way that meets the system criteria. A summary of the evaluation of system functions
versus system criteria is found in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Analysis of system functions versus system criteria
CRITERIA

1

Abilty to Support
Functions

FUNCTIONS

2
Flexiblity and
Expndacblity
to New Appliations_|

Ewe of Portability
Among Platforms

4
Response tor Network
Loadin
g

3

Flexible Support to
Input, Store,
Manage,, and
Retrieve Tetual
Data in Multiple
Formats

HIGH
The paraiel structares of
the full-text and relational
data repositories will
support the required data
storage and retrieval
funti-lity.

MODERATE
The relational tables of the
PADB will be specific to
the system design at ay
point. However, they may
be modified and adapted as
new requirements and
applications evolve.

HIGH
The u e of portable
programming languages
and commercially
available software for the
implementation of
PASSIPADB will make it
highly portableb

HIGH
The large umpacity and
CS design of the PADB
should provide adequate
ssem reponse as the
ize and utiliation of
the system increases.

Text Prectsng and
Preparation
Capability to
Support Creation
and Modification of
SRA Products

HIGH
The use of word
processing software to
support teWIprocessing
should meet the
requirements of the
"stem.

HIGH
The word processing
software is exmely
flexible and is highly
applicable to new
applications.

HIGH
Word processing softvmre
i high portable between
platfos.

HIGH
The word processing
applications are clientbased and therefore do
not impose excessive
network loads.

Flexible and
Responsive System
Support for the
Production of SRA
Reports and
Regulatory Products

HIGH
The proposed system
support for the production
of SRA report is cxpczted
to meet or ecxeed
anticipated reporting
requirements.

HIGH
The support for production
of SRA reports is a
general purpose facility
which will be adaptable to
new applications.

HIGH
Implementation in a
portable programming
language and storing the
specifications in relational
tables akes the support
for production of SRA
reports highly portable to
other platforms.

HIGH
CS design prevents
rport forrattiSng
aciviie from loading
the network

User Connectivity
Between NRC and
CNWRA Aaff

HIGH
User connectivity facilities
are particularly impot
to establishing and
aintaining working group
environments for the
development and
mainterance of SRA

HIGH
File tranfers and E-mail
facilities are very flexible
and expandable general
purpose facilies which
may be applied to ether
application areas.

HIGH
User connectivity
facilities will tiliz
standard software which
is highly portable.

MODERATE
User connectivity
facilities will contribute
to network lading but
should not cause
significant performnce
degradation.

______________________products.

_ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

HIGH

Function is HIGHLY supportive of the criteria.

MODERATE

Function is MODERATELY supportive of the criteria.

POOR

Function is POORLY supportive of the critea

NIA

Function is NOT APPLICABLE to the criteria.

4.2.1

_ _

_ _ _

_ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _

|

_

Flexible Support to Input, Store, Manage, and Retrieve Textual Data in
Multiple Formats.

The structure of the data repositories in PASS/PADB provides a mechanism for storing SRA
records in a manner which will permit information to be rearranged and combined to meet a wide variety
of reporting requirements. At the same time it supports rapid and effective retrieval of information
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through full-text search capabilities. Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve
textual data in multiple formats is highly supportive of the Ability to Support Functions.
Relational database tables will be specific to the information structure and content of the PADB
at any particular time. Any change in the information content and structure of the PADB will result in
revisions to the relational database design and changes in the relational tables. However, the use of an
SQL-compliant relational database facilitates the process of accommodating such changes. The full-text
repository is less sensitive to changes in the information content of the PADB because information will
be stored as complete records rather than as parsed fields. However, any change in the information
content and structure of the PADB will require new full-text records to be generated and updated in the
full-text repository, so that users may search for and display the new information. Therefore, flexible
support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple formats is moderately supportive
of Flexibility and Expandability to New Applications.
Major support for the parallel relational and full-text repositories will be provided by
commercially available software which is highly portable between hardware/software platforms. Specific
client application code supporting the parallel data repositories will be written in a highly portable
programming language, which will permit the code to be executed on multiple hardware/software
platforms. Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple
formats is highly supportive of the Ease of Portability Among Platforms.
The relational database and full-text processing software will run as server applications on a
central file server platform. The capacity of the file server and the segregation of functions between the
server and client platforms provide an environment in which the response of the system should be
acceptable for the foreseeable future. Therefore, flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve
textual data in multiple formats is highly supportive of Response for Network Loading.

4.2.2

Text Processing and Preparation Capability to Support Creation and
Modification of SRA Products

The use of standard word processing software to meet the system's requirements for text
processing represents an effective approach to supporting the required system functions. Word processing
software will be used to support the preparation and editing of SRA records. Therefore, the text
processing and preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly
supportive of the Ability to Support Functions.
Word processing software products are very flexible and highly applicable to a wide variety of
application areas. Therefore, the text processing and preparation capability to support creation and
modification of SRA products is highly supportive of Flexibility and Expandability to New
Applications.
Word processing software products are highly portable across a wide variety of
hardware/software platforms. Although the internal data representations used by various hardware
platforms may differ, the common format of the word processing files permits exchange and collaboration
on work products by users of different platforms. Therefore, the text processing and preparation
capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly supportive of the Ease of
Portability Among Platforms.
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Word processing software products are executed on the individual user's PC or workstation.
Thus, the processing load is localized and does not adversely affect system performance. Therefore, the
text processing and preparation capability to support creation and modification of SRA products is highly
supportive of Response for Network Loading.

4.2.3

Flexible and Responsive System Support for the Production of SRA Reports
and Regulatory Products

The proposed report writer facility is designed to support the generation of a wide variety of
reports and SRA products in a highly flexible and effective manner. The key to this flexibility is the use
of data selection and report formatting specifications, rather than hard-coded report generation logic. This
approach provides great flexibility in meeting current reporting requirements and permits the system to
adapt quickly and effectively to new reporting requirements as they arise. Therefore, flexible and
responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and regulatory products is highly supportive
of the Ability to Support Functions.
The report writer facility is not specific to the current definition of PASS/PADB, but is a
general purpose capability which may be readily adapted to new requirements. Therefore, flexible and
responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and regulatory products is highly supportive
of Flexibility and Expandability to New Applications.
The report writer facility will be implemented in a highly portable programming language,
which will permit the code to execute on different hardware/software platforms. The data selection and
report formatting specifications will be maintained in a relational database, which is also highly portable
between hardware/software platforms. Therefore, flexible and responsive system support for the
production of SRA reports and regulatory products is highly supportive of the Ease of Portability
Among Platforms.
The report writer facility will be implemented as a client application, which will run on the
individual user's PC or workstation. Data will be extracted using server application code running on the
centralized relational database server machine, but the bulk of the processing will be performed on the
client platform. This means that network loading in response to report formatting activities should be
minimal. Therefore, flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and
regulatory products is highly supportive of Response for Network Loading.

4.2.4

User Connectivity Between NRC and CNWRA Staffs

User connectivity facilities, including network management software, file transfer capabilities,
and E-mail, permit users at the CNWRA and NRC to interact and collaborate in a working group
environment. This supports broad areas of system functionality, particularly in the area of the
development and maintenance of SRA products. Therefore, user connectivity between NRC and CNWRA
staffs is highly supportive of the Ability to Support Functions.
File transfer and E-mail facilities are general purpose resources which may be readily applied
to other application areas. Therefore, user connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs is highly
supportive of Flexibility and Expandability to New Applications.
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The User connectivity facilities of PASS/PADB will be based on commercially available
software packages that are highly portable across multiple hardware/software platforms. Therefore, user
connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs is highly supportive of the Ease of Portability Among
Platforms.
As working group activities increase, particularly those involving participants at both the NRC
and CNWRA, network loading will increase. File transfers will require network resources when they
occur, but once the file transfer is complete, the user will be able to access and update the file locally
without impact to the network. Therefore, user connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs is
moderately supportive of Response for Network Loading.
This evaluation clearly shows that the identified criteria will effectively differentiate among
competing alternatives for degree and function accomplishment.

4.3

EVALUATION OF PASS/PADB CONSTRAINTS VERSUS SYSTEM
CRITERIA

To ensure that the identified criteria will adequately evaluate feasible alternatives which satisfy
the constraints, the following section describes the level at which each constraint supports each criteria.
A summary of the evaluation of system constraints versus system criteria is found in Table 4-2.

4.3.1

Enhance Usability of the System Through the Use of Graphical User
Interfaces

The full-text search and retrieval software will serve as one of the primary interfaces for most
users. This software uses a highly effective and user-friendly GUI which will enhance the functionality
and usability of the system. Therefore, enhancing usability of the system through the use of GUIs is
highly supportive of the Ability to Support Functions.
The GUI development tools will permit implementation of effective and user-friendly application
code, both for the currently defined PASS/PADB functions and for future applications. Therefore,
enhancing usability of the system through the use of GUIs is highly supportive of Flexibility and
Expandability to New Applications.
The GUIs employed by commercially available software packages are highly portable. Thus,
the PASS/PADB application, implemented using these software packages and tools, should be
correspondingly portable. Therefore, enhancing usability of the system through the use of GUIs is highly
supportive of the Ease of Portability Among Platforms.
GUIs should have little or no adverse effect on system loading, provided that the code
supporting the GUI is resident on the user's PC or workstation. Therefore, enhancing the usability of the
system through the use of GUIs is highly supportive of Response for Network Loading.
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Table 4-2. Analysis of system constraints versus system criteria
CRITERIA

1
AbhRy to Support
Functions

CONSTRAINTS
Enhance Usability
ot the Syaten
Through the Use ot
GUIs

2
Fleibility and
Expandability
to New Applications

HIGH
GUIs vwillprovide a very
usefriendly and effective
environment

HIGH
GUI development toolk are
very flexible and ame
applicable to new
applicatioms.

3
Ease or Portability
Among Platfornis

4
Response for Network
Loading

HIGH
GUIs employed by
commercially available
softhare will be portable
to other platforms. GUI
toollits used to upport
custom code vill make
those applications highly

HIGH
GUI should bave no
adverse effect an system
lading and perfor
so long as GUI code is
resident on PCs or
workntetions.

J
|

portable to other

platforms.
Use of
Connmerdany
Available Software
Where Pudest In
Design

MODERATE
Commercially available
software will provide
much of the required
functionality, but it will
need to be suppmented
with custom code.

HIGH
Commercially available
software, which are very
flexible and highly
applicable to new
applicat;cs. vill form the
nucleus of full-text and
relatial database

HIGH
Commercially available
softre is highly
portable betwee potential
implementation platform.

HIGH
Commrcnially available
softAr is expected to
perform adequatey due
to CS design.

HIGH
Open system
implementatis enhence
portability by localizing
client and server codes.
Therefore. applications
can be migpted to new
platforms vwithout
disruption of the total

HIGH
Open sstem
implementations permit
disibution of
processing requirement
over many computenr.
In this vay the capacity
and responsiveness of
the system are

_fcilitiel.

Coenply wth
Standards (Open
Sytnm and SQL) to
Ensure Current and
Future
Conpatbility

HIGH
The open system
implementation. and
particularly the CS design
is strongly related to
meeting the functional
requirements of the
system.

HIGH
Open system
implementations aloew
considerable flexibility and
expendability. Open
ystem design and
common code modules
should be very applicable
to new applications.

_stem.

HIGH

Constraint is HIGHLY supportive of the criteria.

MODERATE

Constraint a MODERATELY supportive of the criteria.

POOR

Constraint is POORLY uportive of the criteria.

N/A

Constraint is NOT APPLICABLE to tie crheria.

4.3.2

increased.

Use of Commercially Available Software Where Prudent in Design

Commercially available software applicable to the PASS/PADB implementation falls into five
general groups. These types of software have differing levels of off-the-shelf functionality:
* SQL-compliant relational database software is readily available and has much of the
functionality required to support the application. However, the relational database software
is general purpose software which will require interfacing with some custom code to fully
support PASS/PADB features such as Check-Out, Check-In, Input Parsing, and the Report
Writer.
* Full-text search and retrieval software is also available in a form which supports many of
the requirements of PASS/PADB. However, custom code will be required to interface the
full-text facilities with the relational database.
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* Development tools for applications using GUIs are available which have extensive
capabilities. These software tools should dramatically improve productivity in the
development of any custom application code that is required.
* System connectivity support software is available to facilitate integration of many diverse
hardware/software platforms. These connectivity software tools and products may be
implemented and used with little or no requirement for custom code.
* E-mail and file transfer software is available which will permit E-mail messages and files
to be routed throughout the network, across multiple hardware/software platforms. These
electronic mail and file transfer software facilities may be implemented and used with little
or no requirement for custom code.
In general, significant commercially available software products can be used to support major
PASS/PADB functionality, but development of some custom code will be required to interface these
software packages and to support specific application requirements. Therefore, the use of commercially
available software where prudent in design is moderately supportive of the Ability to Support Functions.
Commercially available software packages, particularly those supporting the relational database
and full-text search and retrieval facilities, will form the nucleus of the PASS/PADB system. These
software packages have great flexibility and are readily adaptable to additional applications. Therefore,
the use of commercially available software where prudent in design is highly supportive of Flexibility
and Expandability to New Applications.
Software packages which support the full-text search and relational database facilities are highly
portable, and may be implemented on different hardware/software platforms with minimal disruption to
the system. GUI development tools are also highly portable and will permit application code to run with
the same look and feel on multiple hardware/software platforms. Therefore, the use of commercially
available software where prudent in design is highly supportive of the Ease of Portability Among
Platforms.
The relational database and full-text processing software will run as server applications on a
central file server platform. Custom application code will also be implemented as CS applications partially
on the client platforms. This will minimize the impact on system file servers. Therefore, the use of
commercially available software where prudent in design is highly supportive of Response for Network
Loading.

4.3.3

Comply with Standards (Open System and SQL) to Ensure Current and
Future Compatibility

The open system implementation, and particularly the CS design, is highly supportive of
meeting the system's functional requirements. It will permit users of diverse hardware/software platforms
to access and use a common set of data, software products, software tools, and custom application code.
Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly supportive of the
Ability to Support Functions.
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Open system implementations allow considerable flexibility and expandability in existing
applications. They also support the development of common code modules which are readily applied to
new application areas. Therefore, the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly
supportive of Flexibility and Expandability to New Applications.
The open system implementation of PASS/PADB will involve separation of function between
client and server applications. Thus, when new hardware/software platforms are implemented, only those
applications running on the affected platforms need to be ported to the new environment. The
commercially available software is implemented in this mode and is highly portable across multiple
hardware/software platforms. Similarly, any custom code will be based upon a highly portable
programming language and a cross-platform GUI development tool. Therefore, the constraint to comply
with open system and SQL standards is highly supportive of the Ease of Portability Among Platforms.
The open system implementation of PASS/PADB will permit distribution of processing
requirements over many computers. The client applications will utilize the resources of the users' local
workstations and PCs. The server applications will utilize the resources of the centralized file servers.
In this way the capacity and responsiveness of the system will be maximized and maintained. Therefore,
the constraint to comply with open system and SQL standards is highly supportive of Response for
Network Loading.

4.4

PASS/PADB IMPLEMENTATION ALTERNATIVES

The foregoing analysis of system functions versus system criteria indicates that the proposed
design for PASS/PADB will meet the requirements of the application. There are, however, several
approaches which could be taken in implementing the system. These approaches differ considerably in
their effectiveness and their ability to meet the system criteria. Therefore, each of the following three
implementation approaches will be considered in turn and evaluated against the PASS/PADB system
criteria.

4.4.1

Alternative 1 - Use Standalone, Off-the-Shelf Products and Available

Interfaces
The implementation alternative of using standalone, off-the-shelf products and available
interfaces to implement a new application is very attractive. This approach is the one normally taken for
standard, straightforward applications which are well adapted to readily available software tools. For
example, the implementation of a spreadsheet application involves little more than obtaining and installing
the necessary software. The spreadsheet software provides a comprehensive, well defined environment
for the application development. The user needs only to enter the appropriate formulae and data in the
proper cells to implement the application.
In general, this approach is quite effective when three conditions are satisfied:
* The application requirements are well defined and stable.
* Appropriate software products are available that meet or exceed the application's
requirements.
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* The application does not require extensive interfacing with other software, or connectivity
across multiple hardware/software platforms.

4.4.2 Alternative 2 - Procure a Turnkey Package and Support
This alternative involves obtaining the services of a system-integrator who procures the
necessary software products and integrates them with other software and custom code to address the
requirements of the application. In effect, the system integrator provides the technical skills and resources
necessary to procure the system components, integrate them, and write such custom code as may be
required to support the application. This approach is generally more expensive than procuring off-theshelf software products, and it may or may not provide adequate ongoing support for the system.
In general, this approach is most effective when four conditions are satisfied:
* The application requirements are complex, not fully defined, or expected to change
frequently in fundamental ways.
* Appropriate software products which meet or exceed the application requirements are not
readily available.
* The application requires extensive interfacing with other software, or connectivity across
multiple hardware/software platforms.
* In-house expertise and resources are not available to support the application development and
maintenance.

4.4.3

Alternative 3 - Develop an Integrated System Capability

This alternative involves in-house development of an integrated system capability to address the
application needs. Off-the-shelf, commercial software products are used, where available, to address
major system functionality. Custom code is developed, as required, to provide interfaces between the
various software packages and to support required functionality which cannot be addressed with
commercially available software. This approach is generally less expensive than the turnkey system
alternative and provides the in-house resources that are required for ongoing support for the system.
In general, this approach is most effective when four conditions are satisfied:
* The application requirements are complex, not fully defined, or are expected to change
frequently in fundamental ways in the future.
* Appropriate software products that meet or exceed the application's requirements are not
readily available.
* The application requires extensive interfacing with other software, or connectivity across
multiple hardware/software platforms.
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* In-house expertise, resources, and application knowledge are available to support the
application development and maintenance.

4.5

EVALUATION OF PASS/PADB IMPLEMENTATION ALTERNATIVES
VERSUS SYSTEM CRITERIA

When these three implementation alternatives are analyzed with respect to the system criteria,
the strengths and weaknesses of each approach become apparent. Therefore, the following sections
address each of these implementation alternatives in turn, and evaluate the degree to which each may be
appropriate for the PASS/PADB system. A summary of the evaluation of system implementation
alternatives versus system criteria is found in Table 4-3.

4.5.1

Alternative 1 - Use Standalone, Off-the-Shelf Products and Available
Interfaces

The alternative of using standalone, off-the-shelf products and available interfaces to implement
PASS/PADB does not meet the criterion of supporting required system functionality. While the
functionality of individual software products is impressive, the interfaces do not support the integration
and specialized functionality required by PASS/PADB. Individual components such as the relational
database and full-text retrieval facilities have considerable functionality that is directly applicable to the
PASS/PADB application, but the available interfaces are not sufficient to permit a fully integrated and
functional system. Therefore, the alternative of using standalone, off-the-shelf products and available
interfaces is poorly supportive of the Ability to Support Functions.
The flexibility of the system and its expandability to new applications would be limited by the
characteristics of the off-the-shelf software. Individual components exhibit considerable flexibility and
some expandability to new application areas. However, the ability to integrate with other software
packages is generally quite limited. To the extent that new applications and features required further
integration beyond the limited integration capabilities of the software packages, the system would
probably not be able to meet the new application requirements. Therefore, the alternative of using
standalone, off-the-shelf products and available interfaces is poorly supportive of Flexibility and
Expandability to New Applications.
When standalone, off-the-shelf products and interfaces are used to implement an application,
the portability of the entire system is limited by the portability characteristics of the most limited
component. Cross-platform capabilities are not common in off-the-shelf application code and some degree
of integration between component software packages may be required. Therefore, the alternative of using
standalone, off-the-shelf products and available interfaces is moderately supportive of the Ease of
Portability Among Platforms.
The degree of network loading is a function of the design and implementation of the off-theshelf software. In general, such software will be less efficient in its use of system resources than custom
CS applications or software packages which have been specifically integrated to conserve network
resources. Therefore, the alternative of using standalone, off-the-shelf products and available interfaces
is moderately supportive of Response for Network Loading.
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Table 4-3. Analysis of system criteria versus alternatives
1
Ability to Support Functions

2
Elexiility and
Expandabilty
to New Applications

3
Ewe of Portability
Among Platroms

4
Response for Network
Leading

Alternatve 1 - Use
Standalone, Off-The-Sheir,
Products and Availble
Interfaces

POOR
While th fntiolity of
individual software products i
impressive, the interfaces do
not support the integration and
special functionality required
by PASS/PADB.

POOR
The flexibility and
expanda ility to new
applications are limited by
the cheracteristica of the
off-the-shelf software. To
the extent tat new
applicaton and featues
require further
imtegtion, the sym
would probably not be
abse to meet the new
application requirements.

MODERATE
The portability of the
entire system would be
limited by the portability
characteristics of the
most limited compaent.
Cro-plaform
capabilities are not
common in off-the-shelf
application code, and
some degree of
integration between
component software
products may be
required.

MODERATE
The degree of network
loading is a function of
the design and
implematlion of the offthoehelf software. In
general, such softwar is
ks efficient in its ue of
system reurces than
custom CS applicatima or
oftwarc packages that
have been specifically
integrated to consive
network rrces.

Akerutive 2 - Procure a
Turnkey Package and
Support

HIGH
A turnkey application typically
combines off-the-self software
with custom code
modifications, extensions and
applications. This permits the
turnkey system to be tailored
and adapted to meet very
specific application needs and
system functions.

POOR
A tumkcy system is
implemented to a ct of
specifications at a
particular time. Evolving
system requirements and
application definitions cn
cause such a sytem to
become outdated very
quickly. Because of the
budget constraints and
profitability
corsiderati of the
system integrator, the
implementation of a
turnkey system does not
usually make provisions
tbat accommodate changes
in requirements, design,
and implementation

MODERATE
A turnkey system is
usually implemented for
a specific
bardWeoftW&are
platform. To the extent
that the system is
implemented using
portable components and
custom code wriuen in a
portable programming
language, the system
may be relatively
portable. However, case
of portability is not
uually a high priority
in the implementation of
such systaem.

MODERATE
A turnkey system may or
may not be responsive
enough to minimize
network loading.
depending upon the
specific implementation
and products used.
Turnkey system are
written and opmized for
a smigl target
environment, and they are
not usually very adaptable
to changes in the
application mix, user
demand leiels or extreme
changes in database.

HIGH
In-house integration
permits the yStem to
support a wider range of
hbarcwalsofturc
platforms. and maintains
the experience,
application awareness,
and continuity of the
staff.

HIGH
Development of an
integrated system
capability permits the
entire application to be
designed and implemented
using a CS approach.

CRITERIA

ALTERNiATIVES

feature.

Akernative 3- Develop an
Integrated Systen
Capabity.

HIGH
i-house development of an
integrated ystem capability.
using off-the-shelf software
integrated and combined with
cnrtom code, provides the
greatest flexibility to address
application needs. Coordiestion
and interface with the users
helps m meeting application
and implementation

HIGH
In-house integration and
development permits going support of the
systm to address
chanbng requirements
and the implementation of
new applications.

________requiremrequirtmest.

HIGH

Aternative is HIGHLY upportive of the criteria.

MODERATE

Alternative MODERATELY supportive of the criteria.

POOR

Alternative provides LITTLE OR NO support for the criteria.

N/A

Alternative is NOT APPLICABLE to the criteria.
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4.5.2

Alternative 2 - Procure a Turnkey Package and Support

The alternative of procuring a turnkey package and support to implement PASS/PADB meets
the criteria of supporting the required system functionality. A turnkey application will typically combine
off-the-shelf software with custom code for modifications, extensions, and specific application features.
This permits the turnkey system to be tailored and adapted to meet very specific application needs and
system functions. Therefore, the alternative of procuring and using a turnkey package and support is
highly supportive of the Ability to Support Functions.
A turnkey system is normally implemented to meet a set of specifications at a particular time.
Evolving system requirements and application definitions can cause such a system to become outdated
very quickly. Because of budget constraints and profitability considerations acting on the system
integrator, the implementation of a turnkey system does not usually include provisions that are designed
to accommodate changes in requirements, design, and implementation features. Therefore, the alternative
of procuring a turnkey package and support is poorly supportive of Flexibility and Expandability to
New Applications.
A turnkey system is usually implemented for a specific hardware/software platform. To the
extent that the system is implemented using portable components and custom code written in a portable
programming language such as C, the system may be relatively portable. However, ease of portability
is not usually a high priority in the implementation of such systems, and the implementation staff is not
usually available to assist in future hardware/software platform changes. Therefore, the alternative of
procuring a turnkey package and support is moderately supportive of the Ease of Portability Among
Platforms.
A turnkey system may or may not be responsive enough to minimize network loading,
depending upon the specific implementation and products used. In any case, however, turnkey systems
are written and optimized for a single target environment, and they are not usually very adaptable to
changes in the application mix, user demand levels, or extreme changes in database size without
additional maintenance or development support. Therefore, the alternative of procuring a turnkey package
and support is moderately supportive of Response for Network Loading.

4.5.3

Alternative 3 - Develop an Integrated System Capability

In-house development of an integrated system capability in which off-the-shelf software is
integrated and combined with custom code provides the greatest flexibility to address application needs.
Because the in-house staff has closer access to and better exposure to the users, they are generally better
equipped to deal with application and implementation requirements. Therefore, the alternative of
developing an integrated system capability is highly supportive of the Ability to Support Functions.
In-house integration and development permits on-going support of the system to address
changing requirements and implement new applications. This approach largely avoids the problems of
loss of support, application knowledge, and experience through staff dispersal at the end of the initial
implementation effort. Therefore, the alternative of developing an integrated system capability is highly
supportive of Flexibility and Expandability to New Applications.
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In-house integration permits the system to support a wider range of hardware/software
platforms, and maintains the experience, application awareness, and continuity of staff that is needed to
facilitate migration of the system to new platforms. Therefore, the alternative of developing an integrated
system capability is highly supportive of the Ease of Portability Among Platforms.
Development of an integrated system capability permits the entire application to be designed and
implemented using a CS approach. This permits the system to spread the demand for system resources
over a large number of computers, thereby minimizing the impact on the network performance.
Therefore, the alternative of developing an integrated system capability is highly supportive of Response
for Network Loading.

4.6

RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

The foregoing evaluation of implementation alternatives and system criteria clearly indicates that
developing an integrated system capability (Alternative 3) is the best approach to implementing the
PASS/PADB system.
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5 PASS/PADB VERSION 3.0 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Chapters 2 and 3 of this document outlined the requirements for the development of PASS/PADB Version
3.0 as a generic text management system. Sections 3.7 and 3.12 described the extent to which the system
functions, limited by system constraints, meet the system needs identified in the review and analysis of
the PASS/PADB system (DeWispelare, et al., 1992). Sections 4.2 and 4.3 evaluated the system
functions, limited by system constraints, against four system criteria to aid in selecting an appropriate
implementation approach. Sections 4.4-4.6 discussed three implementation alternatives and recommended
that an integrated system capability be developed to meet the PASS/PADB system criteria. This chapter
outlines the implementation of the functions discussed in Chapter 3 in an integrated CS system.
The proposed PADB V3.0, the central database for the storage and management of SRA products, will
be composed of a full-text repository for SRA products stored as textual documents synchronized with
a relational database for the storage of control and management data, as well as the basic units of storage
used in the production of SRA output via the report writer. The proposed database will be implemented
using a CS system design with a central server computer providing the database repositories, client
computers (i.e., PASS/PADB users' computers) accessing the server for specific relational or full-text
queries, and the NRC and CNWRA LANs and WAN providing the connection between them. PASS, the
user interface element to the PADB, will provide the tools to support the production of SRA products,
the generation of reports and regulatory products, such as the LARP, and the mechanisms for control and
management of the PADB.

5.1

IMPLEMENTING THE PADB: PARALLEL RELATIONAL AND FULLTEXT DATA REPOSITORIES

This section details the proposed implementation of the PADB as parallel relational and full-text
repositories using a CS design. This implementation meets the following PASS/PADB function and three
constraints developed in Chapter 3:
* Function - Flexible support to input, store, manage, and retrieve textual data in multiple
formats
* Constraint - Enhance usability of the system through the use of graphical user interfaces
* Constraint - Use commercially available software where prudent in design
* Constraint - Comply with standards (open system and SQL) to ensure current and future
compatibility
The proposed implementation of the PADB using parallel repositories is discussed in sections
5.1.1 and 5.1.2. The use of commercially available relational and full-text database management systems
to effect the repositories is detailed in Section 5.1.2.2. Section 5.1.2.4 discusses the use of a
commercially developed GUI toolkit to develop the GUIs for the client component of the CS system. The
CS implementation discussed in this section is an open systems implementation. Section 5.1.2.2 discusses
servers that use the UNIX operating system (OS), which complies with the POSIX standard, a Federal
Information Processing Specification (FIPS), and relational database management software that complies
to FIPS SQL (SQL compliant) standards.
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5.1.1

Client Server Architecture

CS architecture is the structure of an application which divides the processing between two or
more computers connected on a network. The computer on which the user of the application works is
called the client, and the computer(s) that provide(s) specialized functions is(are) called the server(s).
Many clients can connect to a single server simultaneously to use the functionality provided by that
server. If different functions of the application reside on more than one server, the client can
communicate with many servers to complete the task of the application.
5.1.1.1 Development of the Client Server Model
CS is an outgrowth of the third wave, or era, of computing. The first wave of computing was
the Mainframe wave, lasting from the start of computing during the 1940's until the end of the 1970's.
The mainframe era was characterized by centralized, very large, very expensive computers. Users
interacted with peripherals attached to the mainframe, first with punched card readers, then progressing
to teletypes and eventually video display terminals. Even the advent of the minicomputers in the 1970's
was a continuation of the mainframe era; the minicomputers were smaller, cheaper mainframes that the
users controlled with terminals.
The second era of computing was the PC era that lasted throughout the 1980's. Small, relatively
inexpensive, standalone computers allowed users to automate common daily tasks. Small to medium size
tasks could be accomplished directly by the user. Many job functions previously considered too trivial,
low in priority, or personal in nature, could be automated. However, large jobs or tasks that impacted
other branches of the organization still required the centralization and power of the mainframe.
The third wave of computing, starting in the middle 1980's and continuing through today, is
the network wave. This period is characterized by the linking together, or networking, of large numbers
of computers of various sizes and capabilities. PCs were initially linked to allow the sharing of files and
printers across the network. One or more file servers provided disk storage for program code and data
that was shared by the requesters, and printers were attached to print server computers that provided for
spooling, or storage of print jobs waiting to be printed.
CS is the extension of this model of computers on the network providing specialized services
to users' PCs. This enhancement is made possible by the development of the following:
* Workstation-based relational databases - Database technologies that were developed in the
mainframe era to support tens of concurrent users and hundreds of transactions per second
have been migrated to the Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) workstation and Intel
80486 platforms. These databases implement sophisticated locking mechanisms and logicalunit-of-work (LUW) control that provide absolute reliability of database operations.
* GUI driven PCs - The implementation of GUIs on PCs provides the user with the capability
to perform multiple tasks using a familiar, unchanging interface. This allows the
development of applications that acquire data from, and display results to, the user with the
same standard set of controls and interface elements. This minimizes training needs for new
applications, because control elements (scroll bars, entry fields, etc.) work the same for all
applications.
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* High-speed LANs and WANs - As all of the computers in the organization become
networked the exchange of data between computers becomes reliable, inexpensive, and
quick. Data can be exchanged directly among the computers that need to perform a task.
As all three of these components became available, widely used applications that required safe,
reliable storage of data were partitioned across the network. The component of the application that stores
and retrieves the data was moved to a database server. The portion of the application that collects input
from the user and displays the output of the application was moved to the user's workstation or PC. The
network provided the conduit to move the requests and responses between the two portions of the
application.
5.1.1.2 Advantages of Client Server
The following are major advantages of CS:
* Division of Labor - CS applications provide a more efficient division of labor. Both the
client and the server can be dedicated to the tasks for which they are best suited. The client
can be used for presenting a graphical user interface and interacting with the user. The
server can be reserved for high-performance, large volume data processing with security and
integrity.
* Scalability With Minimal Application Impact - Scalability refers to providing more
processing power for the application as it is required. Horizontal scalability refers to adding
more processors to increase computing capability (to support more users of the application
or to increase the capability of the application). Vertical scalability is the process of
replacing existing clients or servers with more powerful computers as the application
requirements grow. CS architecture, by separating server and client functions, allows the
scaling of the computer(s) (server or client) that requires more power. If a more powerful
server is procured which requires software modification, then only the software for that
server need be modified. The other components (clients and other servers) are not impacted
by the change.
* Multiple Client Types - Because the client functionality has been separated from that of the
server, only the client portion needs to be ported as new client type machines are added to
the application. As newer hardware and software are introduced, the client portion of
PASS/PADB can be ported to the new systems without affecting existing clients or the server
function. Users can work with the same familiar interface and tools that they use in their
normal daily tasks.
* Data Integrity - Application data is controlled and managed at central servers, but is readily
available for use by clients on the network. The servers implement the management and
control functions, such as security, data integrity, concurrency control, and backup and
recovery. Specialized hardware and software, such as tape backup units and archive utilities,
need only be procured, maintained, and operated on the server machines.
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5.1.2

Implementing PASS/PADB Repository Using Client Server Architecture

5.1.2.1

Capacity Planning

Capacity planning is a key component in the design of a new computer system. It is necessary
to "size" the processing and data storage capacities of the server(s) and clients that make up the system.
The following projected number of users and data quantities were developed by the CNWRA.
It is anticipated that by the end of FY94 there will be 65 NRC and CNWRA staff members
participating in the development of SRA products, distributed across the four client platforms (Microsoft
Windows, SUN Open Look, IBM OS/2, and Apple Macintosh). The expected distribution is shown in
Table 5-1. It is anticipated that less than 25 percent of the total users will be performing database queries
at the same time (16 concurrent users).
Estimating the quantity of data that will be produced by the end of FY94 is more difficult than
estimating the number of users because the number and size of documents used to support the creation
of SRA products is not well known. Table 5-2 presents conservative estimates of the numbers and sizes
of SRA products (CDSs, CDMs, regulatory and institutional uncertainties, and others) that will be stored
in the PADB by the end of FY94, as well as an estimate of the number of technical support documents
anticipated.
The estimate of total storage required by FY94 is 556 megabytes (MB), including the interface
to technical reference documents. One major area of uncertainty regards the use of image data as an
adjunct to textual data. If images are stored with SRA products (for example, to support CDMs), then
the storage estimates could grow by a factor of 10 or more. It is recommended that total disk storage be
procured to accommodate that possibility. Additional data storage will be required to accommodate the
OITS interface.

Table 5-1. PASS/PADB Version 3.0 client platform distribution
Operating System

Projected Number of Users
DHLWM

I

CNWRA

Microsoft Windows

9

0

SUN Open Look

7

12

IBM OS/2

0

31

Apple Macintosh

0

6

Total

16

49
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Table 5-2. PASS/PADB Version 3.0 FY94 storage estimates

Document Type

Quantity

Size (per
document)

Total Storage Required

CDS

100

30 pages

10 MB

CDM

50

300 pages

45 MB

1 Report

100 pages

I MB

Regulatory and
Institutional
Uncertainties
(CNWRA 90-003)
Technical Documents

ll
15,000

10 pages

lTotal

500 MB
|

l

556 MB

'Includes support of other related applications, such as literature reviews and documents for
technical projects.

5.1.2.2 Server Design
To implement the PASS/PADB using a CS architecture the relational and full-text repositories
described in Section 3.2 will reside on a single central server. The server hardware will provide sufficient
capability to support the repository functions for the projected number of users. If unforeseen increases
in processing loads arise, the server may be scaled horizontally by separating the relational and full-text
repositories onto two server machines, or vertically by upgrading the server to a faster model or by
adding more processors, if multiprocessing is supported.
Server Hardware
Considerations

Two major classes of computing hardware have sufficient computing power and favorable cost
to warrant consideration for the PASS/PADB server. Each class of machine has certain advantages and
disadvantages.
* Intel 80486/80586 based PCs - These machines, especially the 50MHz DX and the
66/33MHz DX2 (and the forthcoming 80586 when released), represent the most powerful
PCs available today. They are widely used as file servers in LANs, and there are several
companies that have used them as the relational database server in CS based production
applications. For example, the IBM Employees Federal Credit Union replaced an IBM 4381
mainframe with an IBM PS/2 Model 95, driven by a 33MHz 80486, to conduct all banking
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operations at three branches in Southern California. The chief advantages of the Intel
powered servers are:
-

Availability from many sources - These servers are available from many suppliers.
Availability of software - There is more software for these computers than any other class
of computer.

The chief disadvantages with using the Intel class machines are:
-

-

Relatively limited vertical scalability can be achieved - Vertical scalability refers to the
ability to buy or upgrade to a faster processor when the existing capacity limits are met
The difference in processing power between the Intel 80486 33MHz DX and the
66/33MHz DX-2 is approximately 75 percent. Initial (beta) trials of the 80586 (Pentium)
have shown only 50-75 percent improvements over the 80486 66/33 DX-2.
Absolute processing power, as measured in transaction-per-second benchmarks, is lower
than that of RISC workstations.

0 RISC Workstations - The workstation class of computers contains machines with widely

varying ranges of performance and cost. The competitiveness among the workstation
manufacturers is fierce, resulting in frequent introductions of faster, more powerful, cheaper
workstations. (This is in contrast to the PC arena, where Intel has a virtual monopoly.) The
potential for scaling the server is much greater when implemented on a Workstation class
machine (for example, the integer performance of the SUN SPARCserver 10 Model 54 is
six times greater than that of the SPARCserver 10 Model 30).
There are two disadvantages to be considered:
-

-

The amount of end user oriented software, such as word processors and spreadsheets,
that is available for RISC workstations is much less than for Intel PCs. However, the
amount of server software (for example, database management systems) and software for
system development is equal or greater for RISC workstations.
The greater processing power of the RISC workstations is associated with a higher system
cost and a greater initial investment.

Based on the complexity of the server functions to be implemented, the projected number of
users, and the requirement for scalability should system growth occur, the server components of
PASS/PADB should be installed on a RISC workstation.
Evaluation

To determine the server hardware that would best meet the PASS/PADB requirements, the
CNWRA evaluated RISC workstations from IBM and SUN. IBM and SUN were chosen based on
familiarity with the manufacturers' workstations, PCs, operating systems, and databases. Hewlett-Packard
and DEC were considered to be too different in operating system (HP-UX) or too new (DEC Alpha) for
consideration. Between November 15, 1992 and February 1, 1993, the CNWRA evaluated in-house a
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SUN SPARCstation 10 Model 30 and an IBM RS/6000 Model 350. The units tested were supplied by
their respective manufacturers based on availability; it was felt that results obtained by evaluating those
specific models could be scaled based on public benchmarks for performance and published prices for
cost across the lines of models offered (see Table 5-3).
There have been a number of benchmarks in the computer industry used to evaluate and market
computer systems. Over time the manufacturers have turned to industry groups to produce standardized
benchmarks that measure platform performance independent of manufacturer's bias. The System
Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) benchmark (used in Table 5-3) is one such benchmark. A
system's performance is measured while executing application software similar to 'real world"
applications and the normalized performance data is published as a benchmark (Morse, 1993).
Price/performance measures can be evaluated based upon those benchmarks and published cost data
(SUN, 1992; IBM 1992; see Table 5-4).
The SUN and IBM workstations were benchmarked in-house using the ORACLE Relational
Database product. The three major performance factors for database management systems are as follows:
* Integer performance - Integer performance determines the speed with which data can be
compared. Integer evaluations are very fast (- 15 x 10- sec.). The greater the integer
performance the more database operations can be performed per unit time.
* Amount and speed of random access memory (RAM) - The time to access data in RAM
determines how quickly the CPU can receive data for processing (for example, to compare
a string of characters). The amount of RAM determines how much data can be kept in RAM
before data must be retrieved from disk storage. Because data can be loaded into the CPU
from RAM much quicker than from disk (-70 x 10- sec. versus - 15 x 10-3 sec.), the
extent to which substantial portions of the database can be kept in RAM (cached) is a key
performance factor.
* Input/Output (I/O) speed - When data not currently located in RAM is needed for
processing, that data is retrieved from disk storage. The speed with which that data is
retrieved determines I/O performance.
The SUN is faster on integer operations. Both machines tested have identical RAM speeds, and
can accommodate substantial amounts of memory. The workstations have comparable I/O speeds. The
following observations were made during the evaluation:
* Integer Performance - The SUN is 27 percent faster on the SPECint92 benchmark than the
IBM, which should lead to faster database operations, such as searches. However, all of the
timings taken during the trial were dominated by I/O, and there was insufficient time to
write code to measure this factor alone.
* Floating Point Performance - The IBM is 23 percent faster on the SPECfp92 benchmark
than the SUN. However, floating point performance is not a major factor in determining
database performance.
* I/O Operations - The I/O capabilities of both machines are comparable (disk seek times of
11.0 msec and transfer rates of 5 MB per second).
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Table 5-3. Performance/price specifications for IBM and SUN RISC-Based Workstations'

LA

MAKE

IBM RS/6000

MODEL

350

550

560

30

41

52

54

NUMBER
CPUs

1

1

1

1

1

2

4

SPECint922

34.6

35.4

42.0

44.2

52.6

58.1 x 2 = 116.2

58.1 x 4 = 232.4

SPECfp922

65

71.7

85.5

52.9

64.7

71.4 x 2 = 142.8

71.4 x 4 = 285.6

MFLOPS

18.6

25.6

30.5

10.6

17.2

19.0 x 2 = 38.0

19.0 x 4 = 76.0

MAX
MEMORY

128MB

512MB

512MB

512MB

512MB

512MB

512MB

MAX DISK

30GB

39.5GB

39.5GB

41GB

41GB

41GB

41GB

BASE COST

21,900

52,500

57,500

18,495

24,995

39,995

57,995

'SUN
2 SPEC

SUN Sparcstation 10

l

1992, IBM 1992

Suite - The SPEC suite is a set of CPU-intensive programs that measure the system performance relative to a DEC
VAX 11/780. The suite is broken down into two major categories: integer (SPECint) and floating point (SPECfp). The integer
programs measure basic CPU operations - integer arithmetic, logic evaluation, branch control - that best represent commercial
and business applications. The floating point programs measure operations commonly used in scientific and engineering
applications. The latest series of the benchmark is dated 1992 and is quoted as SPECint92 and SPECfp92. The higher the
number (the greater the performance relative to the VAX) the better. The SPEC suite of benchmarks test the CPU and memory
components of the computer system. They do not reflect Input/Output (I/O) operations.

M

-m-

-

-

m

-

m

m

-

m-

Table 54. IBM and SUN cost-performance measures'

II

Z

IBM RS/6000

[SPARCSTATION

10

Model

350

550

560

30

41

52

54

Base Price

21,900

52,500

57,500

18,495

24,995

39,995

57,995

SPECint92

34.6

35.4

42.0

44.2

52.6

116.2

232.4

$/SPECint92

633

1,483

1,369

418

475

344

250

SPECfp92

65.0

71.7

85.5

52.9

64.7

142.8

285.6

$/SPECfp92

337

732

672

349

386

280

203

MFLOPS

18.6

25.6

30.5

10.6

17.2

38.0

76.0

$/MFLOP

I,177

2,050

1,885

1,745

1,453

1,053

763

1 SUN

1992, IBM 1992.

m

m

* Large Table (480k Row) Performance - A keyword file was copied from the IBM 4381 and
loaded to the SUN and the IBM. This table contains approximately 480,000 rows (480,000
records x 57 bytes/record = 27.4 MB) of keyword reference data. Query execution times
for both machines were essentially identical (< 1.0 sec.).
* System Administration - Based on the experience that CNWRA IMS staff members have
accumulated supporting existing SUN workstations, maintaining the SUN workstations
during the trial (installation of software, disk space management, adding new users, etc.)
was easier than maintaining the IBM.
* Upgradeability and Scalability - The SUN workstation was judged to have better scalability
based on the capability to buy faster models and add multiple processors (see Table 5-3).
* Price Performance - The price performance of the SUN workstations, especially the Model
52 and 54 multiprocessing versions, is much better than that of the IBM line.
These observations are summarized in Table 5-5. In general, the terms "High", "Medium", and "Low"
used in Table 5-5 indicate the degree to which the function is met by the specific hardware. The exception
is the row titled "Price/Performance", where "High" indicates a high cost for a given unit of performance
and "Low" indicates a lower cost for the same unit of performance.
Configuration

Based on the evaluation results, the scalability, and the price performance measures, it is
recommended that a SUN SPARCstation 10 Model 52 be used for the PADB repository server. The
server should be configured with 128MB of RAM and 9 gigabytes (GB) of disk storage on 3 Small
Computer System Interface (SCSI) controllers. This configuration will allow caching in RAM of smalland medium-sized tables and disk I/O across multiple disk drives for higher sustained data transfer rates.
A SPARCstation 10 Model 52 is recommended over a Model 41 because the Model 52 provides
a better "reserve" of processing power, the cost-per-unit processing power is better for the Model 52,
and because the multi-processor capability of the Model 52 (the Model 41 is a uniprocessor) will provide
higher performance. The quantity of RAM recommended (128MB) is made on the advice of ORACLE
Corp. for the ORACLE database product. The decision to recommend 9 GB of disk spread across 3 SCSI
controllers is based upon past experience with database products and on the estimated storage
requirements. By implementing 3 SCSI controllers, disk I/O for the Operating System can be isolated
from I/O for database operations. Furthermore, database I/O can be split across 2 controllers, effectively
doubling the I/O data transfer rate for database operations.
Relational Database
As was discussed in Section 3.3, a fully SQL-compliant database facility is necessary to support
storage of SRA records and fields in a relational format. This fielded data is used in the production of
SRA-products and reports by the report writer.
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Table 5-5. PASS/PADB Version 3.0 server hardware comparison

EFunction

SUN

IBM

Integer Performance

High
27% faster

Medium

Floating Point Performance

Medium

High
23% faster

Input/Output Performance

High

High

Large Table Performance

High

High

System Administration

High
Common system administration
skills with existing CNWRA
SUNs

Medium
Good tools; different support
skills needed

Upgradeability and Scalability

High
Greater range of upgrades;

Medium
Uniprocessors only

L _________________________

Price/Performance
($/SPECint)

multiprocessing available

Low
Cost per SPECint much lower,
especially in high-end
machines

High
Cost per SPECint high and
relatively flat across models

Considerations
In the past three years, UNIX workstation based SQL-compliant relational databases have been
developed by ORACLE Corp. (ORACLE), Informix Software (Informix), Sybase Corp. (SYBASE), and
Relational Technology Inc. (Ingress). The following are key features that are required in the PADB
relational database.
* Cost-Based Optimizer - The optimizer is the component of the database software that
analyzes the SQL query that the user wishes to execute and determines how to search the
database for the requested data. The two types of optimizers available are syntax-based and
cost-based. Syntax-based optimizers look at the order of the matching criteria of the SQL
query for determining how to perform the query. Therefore, SQL queries that specify their
matching criteria in a different order are "different" and result in different searches. The
user developing the query must know how the data is stored so that the query can be
constructed in the proper order to ensure that it is executed efficiently. In contrast, costbased optimizers look at all of the matching criteria without regard to syntax and determine
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the "least-cost" search method. This requires much less effort on the part of the user
constructing the query.
* SQL Standards Compliance - Using a database that has been certified for SQL compliance
reduces the learning curve for developers by ensuring that the SQL language that the
database implements is the same that they are familiar with.
* Datatypes - The four UNIX databases implement various datatypes. For example, ORACLE
and Informix offer SMALLINT (small integer) and INTEGER (large integer), while Ingress
and SYBASE specify INTEGER2 (small integer) and INTEGER4 (large integer). Based on
past experience, datatypes compatible with those offered by IBM relational databases are
preferred.
* Row, Page, and Table Locking - Locking is the process whereby data that is being updated
by one program is restricted from all other programs until the update process is complete.
Row-, page-, and table-level refer to the amount of data that is restricted when an update is
performed. Row-level locking restricts only the row of data being changed. In page-level
locking all of the rows in a storage block, or page, are restricted when any one row within
that block is updated. Table-level locking restricts access to the entire table whenever a row
is being updated. With all three levels of locking available in a database system, the degree
of locking can be tailored to match the needs of the update being performed.
* TCP/IP Connectivity - The relational database must support clients running SUN OS, IBM
OS/2, Apple Macintosh System 7, and Microsoft Windows/DOS communicating with the
TCP/IP protocol. These are the operating systems used in the DHLWM and CNWRA, and
TCP/IP is the communication protocol that the NRC has selected (Gianios, 1991).
* Performance Tuning Facilities - The database system must provide tools, such as a real-time
performance monitor, that enable tuning the database to optimize system performance.
* Stored Queries - The database system must support stored queries to help minimize LAN
and WAN network traffic between the clients and the server machine. Stored queries are
queries stored within the database in tables; the client need only specify the query ID and
the query parameters. This eliminates the requirement of transmitting the entire query every
time it is executed.
Evaluation

A preliminary evaluation of the features offered by ORACLE, Ingress, Informix, and SYBASE
(Rodgers, 1990; Khoshafian, et al., 1992) produced the following observations:
* Only the ORACLE and SYBASE databases implement cost-based optimizers.
* ORACLE is the only UNIX database management system that has been certified as FIPS
compliant.
* The ORACLE and Informix database systems implement datatypes compatible with those
of IBM's SQL/DS product.
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* Of the four database management systems evaluated, only ORACLE supports all three levels
of locking (row, page, and table).
The preliminary evaluation indicated that ORACLE offered the best range of functionality to
support the PADB relational database. A trial of ORACLE Version 6.04 for SUN and 6.036 for IBM
AIX was obtained directly from ORACLE Corp. Performance measurements (large-table load times,
index creation, two-table joins [merging], etc.) were comparable between the two machines.
The most striking observation made during the ORACLE trial was the greatly improved
performance of ORACLE on the workstations versus the IBM SQL/DS database on the SwRI mainframe.
Long-running maintenance functions (table loads, index creations) were accomplished on the workstations
in a fraction of the time required for the mainframe. For example, unloading a 480,000-row table (27
MB of data) from SQL/DS took 37 minutes. Loading the table into ORACLE on the SUN workstation
was accomplished in under 5 minutes. While loading and unloading a table are not identical processes,
they are comparable in terms of I/O operations and timings should therefore be comparable. Indexing the
same table was accomplished in ORACLE in 7 minutes versus 39 minutes for SQL/DS. The performance
observations reflect the increased processing power of the SUN and IBM workstations over that of the
IBM mainframe, as well as the effects of the heavy load on the IBM mainframe.
It is recommended that the ORACLE database system be used to implement the relational
portion of the PADB repository. It provides the feature set needed, maximizes past SQL experience by
CNWRA staff, and has the necessary performance capabilities.
Full-Text Search/Retrieval
Considerations

The full-text search/retrieval system provides the repository function for full-text documents and
the access methods to search for and retrieve documents from that repository. Storage and access of text
is at a document level. The full-text system does not store "pieces' or fields of data within a document
for reporting; that is the function of the relational database. Considerations for selecting a full-text
retrieval system include the following:
* Storage of Documents in WordPerfect Format - Because WordPerfect is the standard word
processing format, the full-text system should maintain that format so that documents may
be retrieved in WordPerfect format directly from the full-text system without intermediary
translation.
* Requester Support for NRC and CNWRA Client Platforms - The requester component must
support Microsoft Windows/DOS, SUN OS, IBM OS/2, and Apple Macintosh clients.
* Public and Private Hypertext and Hypergraphic Links - Hypertext and hypergraphic links
provide the ability to link or connect documents together that are logically related for later
retrieval. Hypertext links connect text references and hypergraphic links connect embedded
graphics (to text references or to other graphics). Private links are links created by end users
for personal use; public links are shared across the system for all users. The full-text system
selected should support the creation and maintenance of both public and private hypertext
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and hypergraphic links to allow authors to link related documents and share those links with
other PASS/PADB users.
* Concept-based Searches - A concept-based search is a query that codifies multiple search
terms that apply to a particular subject. For example, searching for documents pertaining to
nickel alloys might be accomplished by searching for commonly used trade names for nickel
alloys, as well as other metals used in formulating the alloy. Concept searches allow the
packaging of expertise pertaining to a particular search for use at a later time. The full-text
system should support concept-based searches to capture authors' experience for later use.
Evaluation
The TOPIC system from VERITY Corp. and a Zyindex-based system from CERTREC were
evaluated in-house at CNWRA. TOPIC was chosen for evaluation based on support for the required client
platforms (SUN, 1991) and the experiences of a TOPIC user at a local U.S. Air Force installation'. The
CERTREC implementation of Zyindex was evaluated as part of a requirement to support a CNWRA user
who needed NUREG-0800 on-line. Only the retrieval function of Zyindex was tested; no new data was
loaded.
Numerous documents were loaded into TOPIC, including Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations Part 60, NUREG-0800, SRA Products (RRTs and CDSs), CNWRA correspondence, and
CNWRA Technical Document Index (`DI)headers. Search times across approximately 1200 documents
were consistently small (< 1 second for first "hit" and < 15 total search time). Search and retrieval were
accomplished from SUN, Macintosh, and OS/2 clients.
The Zyindex-based product was used only for retrieval of NUREG-0800. Performance was
acceptable. However, the Zyindex character interface was judged inferior to TOPIC's windowed interface
by end users. Further consideration of Zyindex was ruled-out due to lack of support for Macintosh and
SUN clients. A summary of the evaluation of the two full-text products is listed in Table 5-6.
It is recommended that TOPIC be used to implement the full-text repository component of the
PADB. It supports the DHLWM and CNWRA client platforms, allows the storage of documents in
WordPerfect format using WordPerfect "filters," and provides for a robust concept-based search
mechanism.
5.1.2.3 Network Architecture
LAN Considerations
The Network Architecture used to implement the PASS system must support and be compatible
with the existing LAN designs at the NRC (Gianios, 1991) and the CNWRA. An analysis of the
capability of the NRC and CNWRA LANs to support the DHLWM Advanced Computer Review System
using the TCP/IP protocol was performed as part of Task 6 of the CNWRA Center Operations Element

1 Personal communication made under a non-disclosure Memorandum of Understanding between
Southwest Research Institute and the United States Air Force.
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Table 5-6. Full-text search software comparison

Feature
Client Platforms Supported

| Zyindex (CERTREC)
DOS
DOS/Windows

| TOPIC (Verity Corp.)

]

DOS/Windows
SUN (Motif)
IBM OS/2
Apple Macintosh

GUI Interface Support

Low
(Windows Only)

High
GUIs supported on all
platforms

Concept Based Searches

None

High

WordPerfect Data Format

High

High

Storage

Hypertext and Hypergraphic

l

High

High

(Johnson, et al., 1992). Based on that analysis, the LAN and WAN connections exist to support the
implementation of PASS as a network-based, client server application uising TCP/IP.
WAN Considerations
The WAN connection between the NRC and CNWRA LANs is a 56Kb leased
telecommunications line. While adequate to support E-mail and the transfer of small documents, care
must be taken to ensure that the minimum amount of data necessary to support a required function is
exchanged. Two areas of concern for design of the PASS/PADB are database queries and user interface
implementation.
To minimize WAN traffic in the performance of database queries, stored queries should be used
wherever possible. The query itself is stored in the database in a table when using stored queries. To
execute the query, the client program passes a query identifier and the parameters for that query. After
the query is executed, the server returns only the answer set for that query.
User interfaces should execute on the client workstations. Only data should be transferred across
the communications line, and the client machine should display that data in the desired output format.
This is in contrast to the X-Windows system, where the drawing commands for the client display are
executed on the server system and transmitted across the telecommunications line for display. The current
speed of the telecommunications line (56Kb) would prohibit an X-Windows implementation. If it is
determined that an X-windows implementation for certain applications will be necessary, the leased line
will need to be upgraded.
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5.1.2.4

Client Design

Hardware

Three types of hardware for the client component will be supported: Intel 80386 (or higher)
PCs, Apple Macintosh, and SUN SPARCstations (IPX, SPARCstation 2, SPARCstation 10). Table 5-7
lists the minimum hardware configurations necessary for accessing the PADB. These configurations are
based upon the software vendors recommended minimums for their respective systems, as well as
experience gained during the CNWRA evaluation period.
Graphical User Interface Requirements
Section 3.9 of this report outlined basic requirements for a GUI interface for PASS/PADB.
Client support must be developed for the four GUIs currently deployed at DHLWM and CNWRA:
Windows 3.1, OS/2 Presentation Manager, Macintosh System 7, and SUN Open Look. If possible, the
architecture should support development in other standard GUIs (e.g., Motif) if future needs require.
Graphical User Interface Development Toolkits versus Cross-Platform Development Toolkits
There are two basic requirements for a GUI development toolkit to implement the PASS client
support under the four client environments that are used at the CNWRA and NRC. First, the toolkit must
support the interface elements of each of the GUIs. For example, multiple windows are necessary for the
full-text retrieval client to display multiple retrieved documents side-by-side for editing. To display SRA
product checked-out status information from the relational database, a table control (similar to a small
spreadsheet) is required. The second requirement is for the toolkit to provide as much portability of the
source code across all of the supported platforms as possible. In other words, the developer programs to
the toolkit, instead of programming to the GUI, and the toolkit takes the responsibility for dealing with
the differences of each GUI.
Evaluation

A survey of the portable GUI toolkit market (Hagan, 1992; Murphy, 1993) revealed three
toolkits that support the current and potential GUIs:
* XVT (XVT Software)
* Open Interface (Neuron Data, Corp.)
* Galaxy (Visix, Corp.)
A working demonstration and manual set were obtained for XVT Version 3.0 (XVT Software). Based
upon the quality of the demonstration and the limited functionality described in the manual set, no further
consideration of XVT was made. Both Open Interface (Neuron Data) and Galaxy (Visix) were evaluated
at CNWRA on a SUN IPX workstation; Open Interface was also evaluated under OS/2 on an IBM PS/2
computer.
Open Interface and Galaxy were evaluated by building a test application that displayed the
progress of documents in production by accessing an ORACLE database table. The main functions tested
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Table 5-7. PASS/PADB Version 3.0 client hardware requirements
Client Platform
L________________

[ Operating System

| Minimum RAM

J

| Minimum Disk

|____________________ | Storage Free

Intel 80386

Windows 3.1

8 MB

30 MB

Intel 80386

OS/2 2.0

8 MB

30 MB

SUN SPARCstation

SUN OS 4.3.1

32 MB

40 MB

Apple Macintosh

System 7

8 MB

30 MB

included functionality of the table control; integration with the ORACLE database interface; control of
colors and fonts; access to operating system functions such as memory allocation, implementation of
drawing commands; and platform stability (i.e., does it crash the system). Galaxy was judged to be
superior to Open Interface for producing programs for multiple environments. Galaxy "virtualizes" or
encapsulates far more of the operating system functionality, making much more of the total code of the
application portable. It does this by offering more function calls for common operating system functions,
such as memory allocation, file access, and communications. In contrast, Open Interface does not offer
such portable functions. Program code that requires such operating system services would need to be
isolated into subroutines, and each subroutine would then require customization (porting) for each target
operating system. This means that Galaxy is a better cross-platform development tool, easing the burden
of porting code to multiple platforms. It is recommended that Galaxy be used for producing client custom
code (code that provides the client interface on the four supported client machines).
Relational Database Interface
ORACLE provides function calls to support common programming languages (C, FORTRAN,
COBOL, etc.) communicating over TCP/IP for all four planned client operating systems. A complete set
of user interface tools is also supported for those platforms.
Full-Text Database Requester
The TOPIC full-text system provides requesters for Microsoft Windows 3.0, OS/2 Presentation
Manager, Macintosh System 7, and UNIX Motif. The UNIX requester is Motif based and is compatible
with the SUN Open Look window manager.

5.1.3

Database Access and Control

5.1.3.1

Check-in/Check-out

Check-in and check-out are the processes by which text products are submitted to the PADB
for storage and retrieved from the PADB for formal change. At any time users can retrieve products for
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their use using full-text or fielded search mechanisms. However, when a formal change is to be made to
the product, the check-out function is used to register the product as "under change" so that other users
can be warned when they retrieve the product. After change, the author uses the check-in function to
submit the changed version for incorporation into the PADB.
* Check-in - Products that have been checked-out for formal change, as well as products that
are newly created, are submitted to the system for storage in the repositories. An operator
executes a maintenance function that logs relevant control information (check-in time author,
etc.), checks the product for errors (see parsing, below), and submits the product for
storage.
* Check-out - When an SRA product needs to be updated, temporary "ownership" of the
product is transferred to the author who will be making the changes. Control information
(date and time of check-out, name of authorized user, etc.) is stored in a log file in the
relational database, indicating that changes are pending for that item. Users who access that
item are warned that the item is being changed. A copy of the item checked-out is E-mailed
to the author.
Execution of the check-in and check-out process will be controlled by the WSE&I Element
Manager, since access to the check-out procedure provides access to the PADB maintenance functions.
Note that any user may search and retrieve SRA products.
5.1.3.2 Parsing
Parsing is the process that identifies and extracts the PADB units of storage (Section 3.2.6) from
the SRA product (Section 3.3.8). The parsing process is a semi-automated procedure in which a trained
operator interacts with a computer program to identify individual data fields within the SRA product. The
individual data items are stored in the relational database and used for input to the report writer.
5.1.3.3

Maintenance

A variety of control data must be supported in the relational database through maintenance
procedures. Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.7 discuss control functions that must be performed to support the text
management system. This data, such as lists of valid SRA record identifiers, authorized users, definitions
of data fields for SRA products (units of storage), report format specifications, etc., will be input and
updated by maintenance programs. Interactive programs will be written to allow user-friendly
maintenance of the control data.

5.2

IMPLEMENTING PASS: INTERFACE TO THE RELATIONAL AND
FULL-TEXT DATA REPOSITORIES

PASS provides the interface to the repositories of data that constitute the PADB. The interface
to the data repositories will be custom code that provides an integrated front-end, or shell, for all of the
client functionality. The code will be implemented in the C programming language using Galaxy to
provide the cross-platform development toolkit. The client will utilize the GUI capabilities of the user's
computer. It will provide pull-down menu-driven access to the data. The appropriate requesters and
interfaces will be called to provide access to specific functions. For example, to perform a full-text search
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and edit one of the results, the TOPIC requester will be called. The user will specify the search terms
desired, and the results will be displayed for subsequent selection and editing.
This section details the implementation of the PASS interface to the PADB. The interface will
provide the remaining three functions and a constraint outlined in Chapter 3:
* Function - Flexible and responsive system support for the production of SRA reports and
regulatory products
* Function - Text processing and preparation capability to support creation and modification
of SRA products
* Function - User connectivity between NRC and CNWRA staffs
* Constraint - Enhance usability of the system through the use of graphical user interfaces
5.2.1

Creation of Text

5.2.1.1 Word Processing
Section 1.2.1 discussed the fundamental role that word processing software plays in the creation
of text to be stored in a full-text management system. To create new textual products or revise existing
documents a common word processor is required on all of the supported client platforms. The NRC and
CNWRA have selected WordPerfect as the common word processor. Versions are available for all four
of the supported client platforms, and the data format is common across all platforms. WordPerfect will
be integrated into the PASS client shell for all text-editing functions. Documents retrieved by the full-text
requester will be displayed for browsing; if editing is requested, the document will then be opened in
WordPerfect for editing.
WordPerfect is available in versions that are compliant with the GUI for each platform. Table
5-8 outlines the versions currently available for the PASS/PADB supported platforms.
5.2.1.2

E-Mail

Electronic mail is necessary to support the work group concept for the creation of products (for
discussion, see Section 3.6). The NRC has implemented the WordPerfect Office E-mail package as part
of the Agency Upgrade of Technology for Office Systems (AUTOS). CNWRA is implementing LANbased E-mail using Lotus cc:Mail, because cc:Mail is the only E-mail product that supports all of the
operating systems currently in use (SUN OpenLook, OS/2, and Apple System 7). E-mail interchange will
be achieved through the use of Message Handling Service (MHS) mail gateways communicating over the
56Kb leased lines.
As collaboration on the creation of products expands, authors will be able to attach their
WordPerfect documents to an E-mail note and send them directly to each other, rather than having to rely
on access to a common file server or mainframe, as is currently the practice. To support the distribution
of products to multiple users (e.g., from an author to all team members) documents can be sent to a
group using a distribution list.
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Table 5-8. WordPerfect Client Platform Version

Pl_
tform
Intel
l______

Intel
L _______

SUN

Operating | GUI
System

WordPerfect Version

l

l

DOS

Windows 3.1

__________

__________________

OS/2

Presentation
Manager

WordPerfect 5.2 for OS/2

___________

SUN OS

OpenLook

WordPerfect 5.1 for SUN

System 7

WordPerfect 2.1 for
Macintosh

WordPerfect 5.2 for
Windows

4.1.3

Macintosh

5.2.2

System 7

Report Writer

Section 3.5 outlines the approach to implementing a generalized report writer in support of the
production of SRA reports. Because the output specifications are variable, the report writer must be
highly configurable or must be table driven, where all report logic and specifications are stored in tables
(as opposed to "hard-coded" logic in program code) and changing a report format involves changing the
specification statements in the table (rather than recoding and recompiling the report writer itself).

5.3

INTEGRATING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS WITH THE PADB

PASS/PADB will be used in support of the production of SRA materials and products. In this
process, the staff will need to access and possibly cut and paste materials from a variety of documents
including regulations, NUREGS, CNWRA technical reports, and DOE selected technical reports. In order
to make these materials available for the production of SRA materials and products, machine-readable
copies will be obtained, as required, and loaded into the full-text repository. This process is expected to
be driven by actual user demand. Materials will generally not be obtained and loaded in anticipation of
projected information requirements. Rather, materials will be loaded when actually requested by a user,
and when they can be acquired at an appropriate cost.
5.3.1

Regulations

Selected regulations will be obtained either through the NRC or from a data service and loaded
into the full-text repository. As new revisions are received, they will be loaded in addition to the older
versions already existing in the full-text repository, if desired.
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5.3.2

NUREGS

Selected NUREGS will be obtained either from the NRC or a data service and loaded. Initial
loading will include NUREG-0804, NUREG-1347, and NUREG-0800.

5.3.3

CNWRA Technical Reports

Technical reports produced by the CNWRA will be obtained in machine-readable form and
loaded into the full-text repository, as requested by the users.

5.3.4

Technical Reports From the DOE and Other Sources

Upon request, machine-readable copies of selected technical reports from the DOE and other
sources may be obtained. In some cases, this will involve scanning the materials or obtaining copies
through a data service. However, no large-scale scanning operation is planned in support of this
requirement.

5.3.5

Document References

Document references and bibliographic headers, such as those in existing CNWRA databases,
will be incorporated in the full-text repository along with a number of separate bibliographies developed
as part of literature searches. These materials will be formatted into separate fields so that searches may
be performed using specific fields, such as title, author, publication date, abstract, etc. Eventual interfaces
to NUDOCS and other bibliographic header systems are anticipated to facilitate use of Rapid Information
Distribution System (RIDS) information, as well as other selected bibliographies.

5.4

INTEGRATING OITS WITH PASS/PADB

OITS is an automated database management system used to track the resolution status of
regulatory, institutional, and technical uncertainties during the prelicensing and licensing phases of a highlevel radioactive waste repository (McFaddin and Marshall, 1992). OITS was implemented on the SwRI
IBM 4381 in 1992. As implementation of PASS/PADB Version 3.0 as a client server application
proceeds, OITS will be migrated from the IBM mainframe to the client server model as an application
of PASS/PADB V3.0.
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6 IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE AND SUPPORT
This implementation schedule is based on the recommended approach described in Chapter 4 for
developing an integrated system capability. It covers the implementation support for PASS/PADB V3.0
during the remainder of FY93 and through FY94. The specific deliverables and sequence of activities for
implementing the design for the client server architecture and development of the applications described
in Chapter 5 to meet the primary functions are identified. The requirements of the DHLWM as remote
users of the system are also taken into consideration in the implementation of the appropriate "client"
computer software interfaces, user support, and training.
Additionally, the CNWRA is working on several other LAN-based applications, either implemented or
to be implemented, at the CNWRA and the DHLWM. All of this work is being coordinated by the IMS
staff at the CNWRA in close cooperation with NRC IRM to assure systems compatibility and with the
appropriate Element staff and project managers of the respective organizations to assure optimum systems
are implemented.

6.1

IMPLEMENTATION PHASES FOR PASS/PADB V3.0

There are two major implementation phases planned for PASS/PADB V3.0 during FY93 and
FY94. The first phase of work in FY93 will support CNWRA procurement and installation of the
hardware and software products. The level of system capabilities that can be provided during the
remainder of FY93 will be implemented in this initial phase. The second phase of work in FY94 will
extend the integrated system capabilities to support the users in the operation of the PADB by adding to
both the structure and applications for PASS V3.0.

6.1.1

FY93, Phase 1: Reconstitution of the PADB using PASS V3.0

In general, the work in FY93 will support the CDS data loading and reporting, as well as
providing data control listings. The major activities in Phase 1 support of system implementation will
include, but not necessarily be limited to:
* Procuring the PASS/PADB Server: a SUN SPARC10, Model 52 and related computer
hardware at the CNWRA (selected by the CNWRA to support both database and technical
computing applications)
* Procuring the specific software products at the CNWRA: the ORACLE database system, the
TOPIC full-text management and retrieval system and the GALAXY graphical user interface
development tool.
* Installing and interfacing the products on the CNWRA LAN to provide the initial
implementation necessary to support the users in the specified CS environment
* Testing the system at the CNWRA for standard connectivity and user interfaces supported
by the products
Following the initial implementation of the system design, which establishes the environment
for the PASS/PADB V3.0, the following primary application work activities will be accomplished:
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* Loading and testing of SRA records, such as CDSs.
* Continuing work on custom application development, in parallel with system development,
using the software products procured for database, full- text management and retrieval, and
the GUI such as;
-check-out/check-in
-parsing
-full-text-to-relational-database

interface

* Support of CNWRA WSE&I staff as the primary users of the initial PASS/PADB V3.0 in
reconstituting the PADB
* Support of DHLWM use of the system in FY93 which will primarily consist of utilizing Email transfer of files (including SRA products) between staffs over the upgraded leased line
(56Kb) using the LAN-based E-mail systems (CC:Mail at the CNWRA and WordPerfect
Office at the DHLWM)
An intermediate milestone, "PASS V3.0 Status Report," will be delivered at the end of FY93.

6.1.2

FY94, Phase 2: Extending PASS/PADB V3.0

The second phase of work, beginning in FY94, will focus on extending the initial system from
its basic design to include additional features that make it more capable and responsive for all users as
well as implementing three applications. Primary among these activities will be:
* Implementation of the DHLWM user interfaces for Microsoft/Windows Personal
Computers and SUN UNIX workstations to PASS/PADB V3.0
* Training of the DHLWM staff in the use of the system.
* Loading of CDMs into the PADB
* Output report generator development to produce standard products such as the LARP

Major activities during Phase 2 in FY94 will be:
* OITS migration to PASS/PADB V3.0
* SRA productivity improvement to assist the NRC and CNWRA technical staffs in
efficient creation of CDM's and other projects
* Optimizing of the overall system based on experience gained from the initial use of the
system
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The level of effort put forth on these extensions will be determined by the guidance received
from the DHLWM regarding overall priorities on CNWRA work. An intermediate milestone, "PASS
V3.0 User Guide," will be delivered at the end of FY94.
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